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CTARA COTON

The Family' 0bsnlete ldea Dr

Hevolutionary Force?.
There never was a Mother's Day observance like the one held in

Washington, D. C. on May 12, 1068. No trite commercial greeting

ca.ds, ,io last-minute gifts'bought in a shopping rush' No mothers

sat.around beaming ii responfu to the annual one-day ritual, the
..reward, for year-iound, Iife-long drudgery and frustration. This

time the mothers were speaking for themselves.

Row upon row they cime-8,000 in the line of march through the

burned-oit sections of the capital city's ghetto to the ]ohn F. Ken-

nedy Park. Part of the Pooi People's March, most of them were

welfare mothers, Black and white, Indians, Puerto Ricans, Mexican-

Americans, all in their Sunday best, some in Indian tribal garb'

'DONT DESTROY OUR FAMILIESI" was the call most often

inscribed on their placards, while others proclaimed "MOTHER

POWER."
The "poorest of the Poor" were voicing their deepest anxiety and

their ft{hting determination. They spoke the fear and worry that

haunts iu"r/ family today. They voiced a problem that lies at the

heart of today's soeial crisis.

The Black, Puerto Rican and Mexican-American mothers of the

ghettos, the Indian mothers of the reservations, are most expo,sed

i.o the current assault against the family. But in ftghting back, they

are giving battle to forces that plague our whole society.

A-stronghold in the midst of a crisis-torn, poverty-ridde_n existence,

a solid stirt in life for the children, a good start each day of their

lives-that's what keeping a family together means.

The Black Family: Special Obiect of Attack

Family life doesn t come easy, it can't be taken for granted, es-

pecially in the ghetto. The B1ack family is under attack, and has

Leen for a long time. It has been the target of the most sustained,

brutal and insidious assault from the day the ffrst Africans were

brought in chains to these shores. More cruel in this country than

in ariy other, the slave traders and m,asters had no scruples about

separating families on the auction block or in sales from one planta-

* The following article is part of the content of a pamphlet on women's
liberation now in preparation.
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tion owner to another. Marriage between slaves was not recognized
by the owners. Plantation owners and their riding bosses did not
hesitate to use Black women, married or not, for their sexual grati-
ffcati,on, and took no responsibility for children bom of rape.

But Black men and women fought throughout to save their fami-
lies. Little has come down to us in written form, but we cannot
regard as an isolated instance ttre experience in the 1850's of the
SUll family, torn apart by slave-catchers and reunited after a A}-year
search by the two brothers. (Kate R. Pickard, The Kidnayped and.
the Ransomad, Negro Publication Society of America, New York,
1e41. )

Aftei the short-lived Reconstruction Era, once again the Black
family was under attack. Deprived by Jim Crow of the opportunity
to earn an adequate livelihood, the Black husband and father was
prevented from being the breadwinner of the family. More and more
the wife and mother shared in this responsibility. Often the woman
had to be the main or sole breadwinner, creating a pattern incom-
patible with the prevailing white family pattern.

Today the family living in poverty-and this includes many Black
ghetto families-is subiected to an additional destructive onslaught.
Welfare regulations provide that a family cannot receive ADe (Aid
to Dependent Children) funds if the father is present. T'hese regula-
tions persist even though the Supreme Court ruling of June 17, 1968
in the case of Mrs. Sylvester Smith sets a precedent for change. The
fact is that the unemployed or underemployed father is fo?ced to
choose between remaining with his family while depriving them
of the beneffts of ADC funds or leaving his home so tf,at thiy may
receive welfare beneffts.

Is it any wonder then that some 24 per cent of all Black families
are headed by women? The miracle is that after 800 years of con-
certed attack against their human right to live a family life, and
glpe_oa]ty 11 face of today's continued barrage, 76 per cent of the
Blaclc families have still managed to stay together.-what is to be
wondered at is not the Blaek man's alleged irresponsibility toward
his family, but,the degree of responsibility and pride he has assumed
historically and today as well.

The Moynilwn Report and, the Blnck Family
The sociologis! Daniel P. Moynihan, now assistant to president

Nixon for urban Afiairs, in his controversial lg65 Report came to the
conclusion that: "It was by deshoying the Negro family under

:Ey"ry that rvhite America broke the witt of the Neg.o'people.,,
(The Negro Farnilyz The Case for Notionol Ac.tion, p. S0:)

TIIE T.6,MII.Y , '
But the fact is that the Black family was not destroyed and the

Black people's will was never broken. On the contrary, their will
to maintain their families was eloquently expressed by the late

Reverend Martin Luther King:

. . . for no other group in American life is the matter of family
life more importanf thin to the Negro. Our very survival is bound

upinit....
. ^. . No one in all historv had to ffght against so many physical
and psychological horrors to have a f"".,ity S". T: ffght was

,"r"i l'ost; vi"ctory was always delayed; but the spirit persisted,

and the ffnal triumph is as sure as the rising sun. . . '
At the root of thi difficulty in Nego life is pervasive and pe1-

sistent economic want. To grirw from within the Negro needs only
fair opportunity for jobs, -education, housing and access. to cul-

ture. f6 be strengtheried from the outside requires protection from
the grim exploitaition that has haunted it foi 800 years. (Address

dehvlred af ,q.bbott House, Westchester County, New York on

October 29, 1965. )

But "grim exploitation" and "economic want" continue unrelieved,

with unfulfflled government promises of aid and inhuman welfare
regulations tearing at the fabric of family life. Nearly 24 per cent

of-aJl nonwhite (mostly Black) families are headed by women, but
among the nonwhite families lioing in pooerty, 37.7 -per 

cent are

headed by women (Fact Sheet on the Ametican Family in Pooerty,

issued by the Women's Bureau, based on Social Security Bulletin,
April 1966 and May 1,966, U. S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Socia1 Security Administration).

This is further proof, if any were still needed, that the real

problem of the Black family is economic deprivation-iust plain
poverty due to racism. Any analysis that fails to see economic want
as the direct, basic and sole cause of the Black family's difrculties
is false and is a disservice to the family and the community.

In this sense the Moynihan Report contributed to the mounting
problems facing the Black family. The Report, although it listed
the economic factors at the root of the 'treakdown," concludes that
the "structural distortions" in Black family life, the so-called "tangle
of pathology," has become a self-perpetuating factor eroding the
fabric of Black community life.

The Vigor of the Bl,a.ck Family

How does Moynihan's 'pathology'' theory stack up against the
facts of Black family life today? Look back at the school integration
battles in Little Rock and elsewhere in the South in tle late 195Os.
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thority tends to place tho weight of blame on the Black woman in-
stead of on the economic and political class system which victimizes
both men and women. Too many people, submitting to the prevail-
ing ruling-class standard of the male's domination, have accepted
the superffcial view that the struggling Black woman is a shrew
ruthlessly emasculating men.

The trouble with the family headed by a woman is not the woman.
The trouble is the fact that the family is headed by one person in-
stead of two partner-parents. The woman has risen to the challenge
with fferce determination to save the family in the face of heavy
odds. Is she to be penalized for that? Would the Black man's pride
or "ego" be improved if the woman collapsed under the responsibility
the Establishment has unfairly ancl brutally thrust upon her?

Cruel Chobe for Ghetto Mothers

Meanwhile the nearly 40 per cent of ghetto mothers who are
family heads constantly face a cruel choice: whether to try to get
work on a iob that will pay as little as, or less than, their welfare
allotment and deprive their children of the mother's care, or to re-
main on welfare and take all the indignities that go with it.

With monopoly and government pressures to clear the welfare
rolls, even that choice is being narrowed. Mothers are being pressed
to take jobs. It is reported that in Detroit some mothers have been
taken ofi relief and put to work in the heavies! dirtiest jobs in auto
plants. In New York City, the municipal government is experi-
menting with a child-care scheme which is to provide employnent
for some mothers on welfare while releasing others for job training
and work. But this plan neither guarantees iob security for the moth-
ers nor professional care for the children.

The ghetto community's ffght for the family continues unabated.
Its answer to the white Establishment's destructive attacks is written
in the-raging nationwide ffght for funds and for the rights of people
on welfare; in the battle for community control of the schools; in the
developing struggles for trade union organization and an adequate
Iiving wage

Poverty based on discrimination and racism is at the root of the
Mexican-American and Puerto Rican families as well, whether in
the- big-city 1lu1s,or on the farms where they follow the crops, living
in hovels and chicken coops, with little or no provision for ichoofinf
for the children.

Indian families have been subjected to special forms of attack. It s
not only their ancient qibal ways and morality-including a lofty
status for women*and their lands that have been subveited and

Recall the youngsters who ran the gauntlet of racist mob hatred.
Where did these youthful heroes and heroines get their couage
if not from their families? Again, in the ,ec"rrf New york Ciiy
struggle for community control of the schools, the Black and puerto
Rican school children braved the racist jeers and threats of bigoted
white teachers and the menacing presence if not actuar assaults of
the 

-cops. 
Sometimes the parenis accompanied the children, most

_olthe time- the young folks confronted the racists by themselves.
what was the main source of their understanding and their ffghting
resolve if not their familiesP In most of the riass actions Jr tt"
Black liberation movement, children and teen-agers have been in-
volved and committed. Do we need any further proof of the revo-
Iutionary vig_or of the Black family? These u*p"ii"r"", refute Mr.
Moynihart's "tangle of_ pathology''- theory. Bui then, perhaps Mr.
Moynihan would consider these experiences as evidence 

^of thi Black
community's "erosion" rather than a sign of its ffghting health and
capacity.

Moynihan's approach would supply an additional pretext for gov-
ernment agencies to divert their efforts from providing the simple
basic needs-frl9r, jobs, adequate welfare, 

"qril pry aia equal iobopportunities. were it not for the broad resistance developed 
-by

Black.leaders, the government would no doubt now be busily -delving
into the "tangle of pathology" of the Black family.

The Moynihan Report 
_ 
yielded several other unfortunate by-

products cornplicating and maligning the status of Black women.
Its standard for a stable family is the typical middle-class white
fgmily in which the father is dominant. ttris pattern is based on
the_ age--old male supremacy myth which is beginning to crumble
under-the impact of new conditions, new undeistandlng and new
struggles.

With women constituting 37 per cent of the U. S. labor force,
witJr an increasing numter of families relying on two pay enveropes,
with women asserting their right to gainful ernployment and creative
work outside the home, the man's status as patriarch and supreme
authority of the family is bound to change. with women bombirding
the ideology of male supremacy, new, healthier and more realistii
patterns of family life are bound to evolve. The sacriffce and travail
of the Black mothe, T"y well-be llazing the trail to a new [fe-style,
to a more balanced form of family life in which the woman stands
as a proud and equal partner heading the family.

Moynihan s constant reference to the large number of families
headed by women as being at the root of the breakdown of the Black
community and of the deterioration of the Black man's ego and au_
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seized by the white man. During the past year, the protests of Sioux
Indian mothers of South Dakota revealed that the authorities are
taking away eyety fourth ehild and placing him or her with alien
foster parents, presumably to provide advantages not available on
the reservations. Did: it ever occur to the authorities that improving
conditions on the reservations, $ranting the Indians themselves con-
trol over their own affairs, and Ieaving the children with their
parents might make more sense than deitroying the family?

The most pervasive over-all attack on family life stems from the
insane war in Vietnam. What standards of human relationship are
ingrained in our army youth and our whole population when we
see our GI's setting ftre with their cigarette lighters to the humble
family homes, the thatched houses of the Vietnamese people? Or
when they go about levelling whole villages "suspected" of harbor-
ing National Liberation Front patriots?

The Working Woman and, the Farnily

It is not only the ghetto motlher and housewife, but the working
woman as well who faces a critical problem in trying to keep the
family together. Until such time as there is a real breakt\ough in
male supremacist practices by individual men, and until the govern-
ment is forced to provide child-care facilities on the massive scale
required, the woma-n who works in the shop or office remains saddled
with the household chores and maior responsibility for the care
of the children. Hers is the responsibility for ffnding a neighbor or
a friend to take care of the baby all day, or keep an eye on the
youngster after school. And if there is a neighborhood struggle for
a child-care center, it becomes her task to piteh in and help in this
struggle. Most fathers consider this "women's work." Hers is the
job o1 shopping for groceries on the way home ancl getting dinner
on the table, serving and tidying up afterwards. The week-end is for
the main shopping, ironing, washing, house-cleaning, etc. And that's
on top of 40 plus hours a week in the shop or ofice.

There are some progressive families where the light is beginning
to dawn, where men are beginning to recognize at least the injustice,
if not yet the stupi&ty, of the daily, hourly sacriffce imposed on
women. Some men are starting to take a hand in essential family
responsibilities. But in the majority of cases, the old pattern still
prevails. The man retires to his TV or paper and slippers. Or if he
is active in the union or some other organization, he has a ready-
made "reason" to go tearing out of the house, leaving all the chores
to his wife.

The fatigue and the grind of the chores is only part of the problem.

TIIE FAMITY ,

Eqr"lly exhausting is the constant anxiety over the well-being of the
youngsters under makeshift arrangements while the mother is away

at work.
This is a problem not only for those women who have been bringing

home the second pay envelope for some time, but for the young

new workers as well, organized and unorganized. Under the very

best shop conditions-let us say among the triumphant hospital work-
ers, 75 per cent of whom are young women-the union victo:y with
all its immediate beneffts did not end male suPremacy. Unless the
union takes conscious, organized, consistent stePs to provide child-
care facilities and other aids to enable women to be active and to
grow as total human beings, unionists and leaders, there is no guar'
antee that they will not wind up in the same spot as the rank-and.
ffle workers, 85 per cent of them women, in the ILGWU, namely, as

second class citizens.
Some of the forward-looking unions are taking steps, organizing

classes for their new women members. This is all to the goocl and

it is to be hoped that many new and flexible forrrs may be developed
to make it possible for women to continue as active unionists: classes,

community groups of women trade unionists, women's committees
in unions, women's caucuses, periodic union conferences, including
male attendance, on women's problems and role.

But much more necessary than education for women is education
for men in the unions. By slogan, by action, by education, by all
possible means, men in the trade unions must learn that a good

brotlwr in tlw uniom is a good father and h,usband, at home. And,
that means not only helping with home chores but exchan$ng and
sharing all experiences-domestic, social, political, union-as equals.

Beyond all these measures, and indispensable to any effort to en-

able the working woman or the ghetto mother to live anything like
a normal life is the establishment of nurseries and child-care centers

on a scale that no organization or agency has yet proposed.

What is needed is a nation-wide network of nurseries equipped
to take care of infants from six months on up and child-care centers

equipped to provide recreation for youngstors after school hours. The
achievement of such a nation-wide system can no longer be left to
the local efiorts of community groups, each working on its own.
Those efiorts are commendable. But what is now required in addition
is a coordinated national efiort for federal legislation that would
make the nursery and child-care system an extension of the public
school system. Such an endeavor could and should have the active
support of unions and the broadest range of community civic and
religious organizations.
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Certainly the richest country in the world can afiord this. But it
will take a gigantic popular drive to pry the necessary funds loose
from the purse of the war-bent monopoiists.

It is against all the desbuctive policies of war, against the profft
gre-ed that keeps our cities in crisis, that U. S. women pit theii will
and strength when they march for peace, when they deironstrate for
community control, when they tear into welfare offices, when they
insist on child-care centers, when they demand .DON,T DESTROY
OUR FAMILIES." This cry of the poor Mothers, March is a call to
all women, to all the famiiies in the country.

Has the Family Outlh:eil lts Usefulness?

The 'pillars of societn" the spokesmen of the monopoly Establish-
ment-politicians and sociologists among them-support the family
in pious words but undermine it in deeds. Not long ago a repre-
sentative of a city narcotics agency was typically exhoitin[ a pa.ents'

"oTT"{tl group, mostly \Momen, to lay aside their bridge-playing
and-their shopping tour and keep their children ofi the str"eeG.

,Jhe miserly, destructive ruling-class approach of government and
all its agencies toward care of the children, toward stips for freedom
for women, can be seen in the Nixon Administration's recent actions
with regard to the Head start program which was the shining right,
the most successful of the anti-po**y programs. Arthough it"u#ery
began to scratch the surface or tne-pioblem, even thit minimum
undertaking- is now being kicked arounE as a political football in the
front-page headlines of the press. Another 

"iid"oce 
of the Estab-

Iishment's tender concern foi the care of young chirdren and their
mothers is the recent cut voted by the Albany l-egislature in welfare
allowances-and New York is one of the moit piogressive states of
the Union.

From a totally difrerent direction comes an ideologicar attack
against the very concept of the family. The feminists, understand-
ably goaded_-and frustrated by tle inferior status imposedl upon
women in all asp-ects_ of present-day society, have pounced upon
marriage and the family as obstacles in the path to wlmen's hb6ra-
tion. In fact their opposition to the family as an instrument of
women's oppression is so strong that they see no future for it even
under socialism. witness the following statement by Ti-Grace Atkin-
son who was at the time a leading ffgure in a feminist organization:

To say that you can be both a career woman and a wife and
modrer, and that the institutions won't change and wont be
threatened-that's a cop-o-ut. De Beauvoir 

-says 
th-at some men may

be limited by marriage, but few women fail to be annihilated by

rIE TAMILY

it. Any real change in the status of women would be a funda-
mental assault on marriage and: the farnily. People would be tied
together by love, not legal contraptions. Children would be raised
communally; it's just not honest to talk about freedom for women
unless you get the child-rearing ofi their back. ( Quoted in Martha
Weinman Lear, "The Second Feminist Wave," New York Times
Magazina, March 10, 1968.)

The author goes on to say:

In Miss A&inson's view, the early communal experiments in
Russia and Israel, and those which pertain in many Communist
countries today, are bound to fail because they dont go far enough

-in other words, parents still identify with individual children.

Or take the following typical paragraph from a section on marriage
and the family to be found in a document of the Women's Libera-
tion Movement:

Now, with birth control, higher education for women, and the
movement itself, it is becoming clear to some women that the
marriage institution, like so many others, is an anachronism. For
unmarried women it offers only a sanctional security and the
promise of love. The married woman lanows that love is, at its best,
an inadequate reward for her unnecessary and bizarre heritage of
oppression. (Beverly Jones and Judith Brown, "Toward a Female
Liberation Movement," Southern Student Organizing Committee,
1968, p. 28.)

While sharing wholeheartedly in the revulsion and resistance
against male supremacy, we wish to examine as thoroughly as we
can the nature of the family and its relation to the status of women
i" th9 U,S. today. Is the family outdated or is it a revolutionary
force?

The Begh,nings of Womaris Enslaoemant

For background, Iet's refer to Frederick Engels:

-Monogamous marriage comes o1 tlre scene as the subjugation
of the one sex by the other. . . . The ffrst class opposition itrit ap-
pears in history coincides with the development of the antagonis?n
between man and woman in monogamous marriage, and tfie ffrst
class oppression coincides with that of the female iex by the male.
(Ori,gin of tlw Farnily, Prioate Propertq and the State,Iitemational
Publishers, New Yor\ 1967, p. 58.)

We read further that the institution of the family, with the male
as supreme authority, coincided with the beginning of private prop-
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erty; it coincided also with the transition from communal tribal own-
ership,of-property-where onry the individuars work toors were his
rnclrvidual possession-tg the personal ownership of general property
by males only._Previously, in-the matriarchar ci-*rlrral ,o"iiry, *o-*:r.*:.ru-tlre kgepgrs of the-grain culture, the major source of the
tribe's livelihood. Men were tf,e hunters, th" ,"corri"ry ,rJ-br, ,r_
Iiable suppliers of food. concern with wird animaklhunting-was
man's domain. But with domestication of animars, cattre 

"iJ"rh"pbecame a valuable and reriabre source of food and crothing, andI",:r 
? luldy medium fo-r exchange. The *".,;;;;"rfo"riUf" fo,

lT,lly'P"&y T.y"lt as huntlng, took posresrion ;iii; newry
developed source of livelihood; and of econimic power.

This transition of economic power into the hands of individuar
men marked the end of matriarcf,y, the beginning of private property,
the beginning of women's enshvlment. "frre ;"-p#;;;;f th" -*r,in marriage is the simple consequence of his u6orrorniJ ,rpru*""y.-
(Ibid,, p.75.)

., 
fru family dominated by the man's authority was deveroped forthe purpose of establishing and maintaining tir" _"r,, priol ,ighttolhe family property and-his right to pass it on to his heirs.

- 
'lh" bourgeois family_ with its roots ln property relati6ns comes

i1 foL a sharp tongueJashing by Marx 
""a 

f"g^"t, in ti" Ci**untrt
Mani,festo.

The familv todav.has 
_in general the same form and, at least inmiddte-ctass ina *l[-to-d; 

"rr;i;;"*I, ir," same economic purposeof maintaining the accepted order of property relations. The mandominates and the *o*rir', rore is onu oi obedience and accommoda-tion to the man. Even among workers who own no prop"rty, tf,"power of centuries of traditioi is such that the ;;; {-;il;iry ,r,"head of the family.
On the face of it, then, it would seem that the ancient oppressive

li:j:,::* of the family shoutd be tossed onto the rubbist' irerp ofrusrory.
But let's get_ below the surface, and see what has happened tomarriage and the famiry since the earry dawn of 

"i"irirr'uii-*h",it all began.
The experience of history has-been that the original character ofany institution or phenomenon does not necessarirf r.*rin *itt tt upassage of time. Humanity is not static. It a"riaopr, ;ro*. *rramatures. through change. Everything_institutions, ialrr,. i,rrpor"r,social relations, the very hrman beingleverphing is subiect to change.Has the family by some miracl6 escaped tif, ayi"rri" iro."r,of change and development? rs it the-sale in content as it i", or-
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iginally? Has it always remained and is it today an instrument to
uphold the status quo?

Or is it a force for revolutionary progress?

From Moster to Partner in Miserg

The original simple division between man as master and woman as

slave gavJway to a succession of &fierent systems of cla-ss exploitation.

In [re society based on slavery, the great body of slaves consisted

of men at *"il as women. Under feudalism, the serfs were both

men and women. Under capitalism, men as well as women are ex-

ploited in the shops, mines and ffelds. The,ruling clas," in each suc-

ceeding form of society also consists of both men and women. It is

true th-at in each clasi the men traditionally have the upper hand

over the women of their own class, and men of the ruling class

recognize no class barriers to their abuse and exp-loitation of-women.

But 
-we cannot speak of all mel,- belonging to the ruling class and

all women belonging to the exploited class. What determines an

individual's class status is not the individualis sex; what determines

his or her class is his or her relationship to the means of production.
Among the common people-and they are the vast maioritry

throughout the centuries of recorded history, and certainly in capitalist
countiies today, the relationship of men to women is no longer that
of masters to slaves. It is rather that of pafiners in misery.

The practice of male domination, even in families of the exploited,
has peisisted through the ages because the ruling class, taking ad-

vantige of a strongly entrenched tradition, has consciously fostered

it by every means at its command. Under capitalism, for instance,

the monopolists of today in the U.S. utilize male supremacy as a
valuable tool for splitting the working class by PaFng a lower wage
to women workers, thus threatening the wage standard of all work-
ers and pocketing the extra proffts.

Enter Looe

Originally the family concept contained not the slightest concern
for personal feeling, emotional or sexual, between thj t*o partners

to a marriage. Whatever relationship of sex-love may have developed

was purely accidental. Marriage was an economic arrangement, pure
and simple.

The strictly economic character of marriage prevailed through the
Middle Ages as a means of uniting the wealth of dynasties, strength-
ening the power of large landowners, without regard for the per-
sonal sentiments of the man and woman involved.

But a drastic change began developing with the introduction of
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individual sex-love into the relationship between man and wife.

True, it entered by the back door, but later became the acknowl-
edged essence of the marriage relationship. The records that have
come down to our time-and most records were written by and
about the privileged classes-indicate that the romantic tales, the acts
of chivalry for which the lmights of the Middle Ages are noted, were
based on secre! illicit emotional relationships. 

-The 
ardent songs

of lovg the aubades (songs of dawn) of soutGrn France, teil of ti'e
impassioned klight stealing away before dawn from his lady-love's
chamber Iest their secret bi discovered by her husband or his loyal
servants.

. During the crusades, when the lord of the manor was away for
long- p-eriod-s, presumably in search of the Holy Grail, his wife man-
aged the afiairs of the castle, raised his ransom if he was captured,
and€enerallf- nloyea h9r;9lf quite competent. Contrary to the^image
of 

.delicate, helpless child-criaturer, ih"re women were evidenfry
quit." ryture socially, emotionally, economically.

The_ luropgan continent was astir with knights coming and going
to and from the crusades. John Howard Laws6n writes:

- Th" lady and the knight came together because one of them
had no love and the other had no home. Their rerationship wasa dynamic reply to a society that frustrated their a"ep".t i*-
pulses. . .

The relationship marked the historicalry new assertion of love as
passion, as personal expe:ience, as an ennobling physical infuence.
(The Hid"den Heritagi, Citadei press, New Voif.,'itiSo, pp. ii, SS.y

Although $e, property relationship remained the main basis for
marriage and the family among .trg-prrp"rUed classes, the concept
of individual sex-love w-as smulgled i" ,, a secondary factor.

]ust when and how love entJred the marriage scene among the
:?TTo" people we may never know. But we do know that lovedid develop as the chief basis for marriage among the property-
less classes. More than that, the sanctity"of *ro?rgu- b:;;;" 

"revolutionary force.
whel the peasants rose against their feudar rulers, they rebeiled

"oJ-o"t a_gainst the economic robbery to which they #ere-Leing
srlbl.ecled, but also_ against the abuse or tn"i, familiei the viorationof their wives and daughters by the feudar tordr. tir" o"rr-"* orthese abuses was the right of the ffrst night, the f;d;i lord,
prMlege ro occupy the marriage bed of trrJ friae ,f ;;; of his
serfs on the wedding night. Small wonder then thatr 

-- --'

In the revolutionary movements that undermined the medieval
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social structure, the woman's right to protection from phy"ical
violation was one of the most powerful irotivating factots. (lbid,

P.60.)
The family concept continued evolving as the source of the individ-

ual's identity, the place where elders and children alike had roots,

where ttie ctritaren received their earliest training as social, ethical
human beings, where they ffrst learned the meaning of love and respect

for fellow-humans. The classes who had little or no property, the
peasants, share-croppers and workers, most appreciated the_ need for

-and did most to develop-the family as a center of ethical and

cultural life, a haven where the stresses of every-day life could be

discussed and resolved, a source of personal warmth, affection, se-

curity. In most instances, despite male suPremacy, the woman

emerged as the soul and the organizer of the home.

Capitalism in its earlier years, with its emphasis on individual
rights-, encouraged-at least in theory-the concept of the family
based on free choice of partners and mutual love between man and

woman. In practice, the bourgeoisie maintained the myth of male

supremacy; economic interests remained the basis of marriage, and

prostitution became a fourishing institution.
But in the course of time and change, the wife had evolved from

mere slave to moving spirit of the home. Still she continued carrying
the mark and the burdens of slavery. She inherited from all past
generations the wearing, endless chores of household work and the
physical care of the children's daily and hourly needs. Tradition and

religion in the service of the ruling class combined over the cen-

turies to keep woman "in her place." So deeply entrenched is the
ruling-class ideology of "woman's place" that even when women
share in earning a livelihood for the family, they still carry the major
burden of getting the housework donet

So deeply ingrained is habitual male supremacist thinking that
even the removal of the economic basis for it, even the provision
of certain facilities to enhance women's freedom, do not automat-
ically eliminate male supremacist customs. Only recently the Soviet
Communist newspaper Praoda (February 27, 1969) carried an article
in which a working professional woman chided the menfolk for
leaving household tasks to the women of the family even in cases

where the women worked outside the home. Perhaps it had been
assumed that the elimination of the old property relations and the
establishment of the most advanced facilities for women woul'd of
themselves eradicate all traces of male supremacy. Evidently the
battle for the minds of men-and women, too-must continue stub-
bornly and skillfully long after socialism has been established. Cer-
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tainly in capitalist countries the struggle against the economic condi-
tions that nurture male supremacist practices must be accompanied
by a persisten! relentless ffght against the root and branch of the
ideology of masculine superiority.

Womnn's Oppression Not lnherent in Farnily Concept

Woman's oppression in marriage is not inherent in the modern
concept of the family. It can be totally eliminated once the economic
basis of oppression is removed and once people's minds are rescued
from ruling-class brainwashing.

And unless these prerequisites are met, the problem of women's
oppression will not be solved by throwing marriage and the family
overboard either. There is room and need for the further develop-
ment of the family.

Just as the man-woman relationship in marriage has changed from
that of master and slave to one of individual love and mutual re-
spect, just as the woman has risen from slave to central ffgure in
the home, so now the status of wife and mother can change from
that of household drudge and second-class citizen to equal partner
in the home, at wor\ in all aspects of social and political life.

That marriage still holds rich reserves of revolutionary vigor is
proven in the literature of every recent freedom movement. To il-
lustrate, we quote the words of the dauntless anti-fascist ffghter, the
Czech Communist editor, Julius Fuchik, written from prison when
he heard that his wife Augustina had been sentenced to hard labor
in Poland:

For years we have worked together and helped each other,
as on]), a frie_nd can help a friend. . . . For yeari we have stood
together in the struggles in which our life- has been rich. For
years we have wandered hand in hand over the land we love. We
have had many trials and many great joys, for we have been rich
with the wealth of the poor-the *ealth which is within us. (Nofas
from the Gallows, New Century Publishers, New york, Ig4B, p. 47,)

I.est anyone deem this instance a rare exception, we refer not
only to the other cguples 

- 
mentioned in Fuchiic-s brief chapter,

"Characters and Proftles I," but to the literafure that has emanated
from every freedom struggle.

As for the ftghting resourcefulness of the family, and especially
its women members, we refer to the Algerian experience as de-
scribed by Frantz Fanon in his Sru.dies in a Dying Coloniali,sn. IJis
two chapters, "Algeria Unveiled" and *The Algerian Family- begin
to tell the story. One instance we can cite briefly was the Algerian
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women's astute refusal to discard the veil at the urging of the

colonial "reformers," limowing full well that at that moment this

would create friction with lheir men, disunity in the tradition-

"rr"r-Uur"a 
patriarchal family and-division in the oppressed Al-

serian comminity. But when the liberation stnrggle required that

;;;"" 
-bl"o*" 'active in westernized areas of Algiers, they shed

rheir veils, cut their hair and donned western attire- so- quickly' and

carried out the most daring assignments with such skill and courage

it ri tt "y astounded ,rrdl *orr- the admiration of their menfolk'

The new status of the Algerian woman vlas won in the over-all

liberation struggle in which-the family was a vital force'

while ,nrrri-rg" and the family do not constitute the chief asp-ect

of the New Wiman's life, they often are an important part of it
and can be a rich and stimulating part of it'

The issues involved in the sto-gan "Don't Destroy our Families"

will require fferce struggle by i"h_" *o-"t of all classes, by the

trade union movement, uy m popular and civic organizations against

the monopoly Establishment and its federal and state government

structure. Noit i"g less than a sound radieal leadership- can $ve- direc-

tion to such a stirggle. Legislation and fundjng will be-needed on

a scale hitherto undiiamed 6f to provide the facilities to free women

from drudgery and to provide genoite care and education for babies

and childrEn ,r.rder co-mmunity and/or trade union control'

Marriage and the famrly are far from- obsolete. These institutions

are still i-" the process of dynamic development. This TeaSs that a

ftght is still neelded to achieve their full essence. The family at the

pLsent moment has all the makings of a revolutionary force in U.S.

iociety and as such has an intimate relevancy to the radical scene.



HOSEA HUDSON

A Letter tn the Ynung People
The black and white masses in the 12th Congressional District

in Brooklyn, New York are to be highly congratulated for having
elected the ffrst black woman to corgress in American history. In
electing Mrs. shirley chisholm to this hlgh post in the 1g68 eleciions,
an outstanding political step has been taken.
f must,say something about the minor role I played along with the

other faithful few at the outset. It was a high poirt io *ly hf"lorrg
years of struggle with other friends and woikeri for the eiection oI
black men and women to such high government bodies. This was a
great victory. I am hrppy that we achieved it in my lifetime.

It was in 1931, in the deep South of Birmingham, Alabama that
the nine scottsboro Boys were accused of raping two white girls
rvhile riding on a freight train. They were tried iria lily-white court
yherg $lack people were denied the right to serve on juries, denied
the right to vote and to be elected to pubric office. violation of the
Constitution and human rights was the-order of the day.

I w11^33- years old at that time, and I did not look to ever becoming
a qualiffed voter, just like thousands of other black people in the
South.

It was the International Labor Defense supported by the Com-
munist Party that came to these nine boys' deiense aftlr they had
been tried in that lily-white court and were sentenced to be elec-
trocuted. The I.L.D. raised the one big question that saved those
nine black boys from death-that blacl people were denied their
right to serve on the iury that handed down 

-the 
death verdict and

that this was unconstitutional. The case was appealed to the higher
courts and a new trial was won.

In all of the leaflets and pamphrets issued by the I.L.D. and the
Farty that were distributed ln Alrbama and the rest of the South
around the scottsboro case, demands were raised at a[ times for
the right of black p-eopl9 to vote and to be erected to pubric office.
Those leaflets called on both the black masses and white, who were
also denied the right to vote, to unite and organize and al*"rra
this right.

***
In the winter months of rgBB there were Is of us, brack unemproyed

men, who walked in the snow down to the Jefierson County'Court
House in Birmingham in a group, and tord the officiars thle that
I6
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we had come down to vote. An old man with a peg leg, whom we
called Uncle Bud, was the spokesman for our Soup.

The officials,of the Court House, including the county sheriff and
some of his deputies, were gathered around us, wanting to know who
had sent us. Were we Reds? What did we want to vote forP Uncle
Bud told them that we wanted to vote someone in office who was
going to give the unemployed some food and clothes. Finally we
were told by those officials to go home and that they would see

to the hungry people getting more food and clothing. We all left.
There were only 15 of us but that afternoon's paper-the Bi,rming-

ham Post-came out with big headlines saying that 50 hungry Negroes
had marched on the County Court House and demanded the right
to vote.

In the spring of 1938 I and six other black men and women, two
of them young ministers, met in Hall No. 4 of the Masonic Temple
in Birmingham and organized a right-to-vote club. The ioining fee
was 25 cents and there were no dues. Our program was to study the
Alabama State and U.S. Constitutions on the rights of citizens. We
also got a young white lawyer to go to the Court House and get a
copy of the registration blank.

We mimeographed several hundred copies of that blank and con-
ducted classes each Tuesday night. That young white lawyer was our
teacher. We would run announcements in the Birmingham Wofld,
the black people's weeHy paper, announcing that the meeting would
be held in Hall No. 4.

The meetings would be crowded each meeting night with black
people from all walks of life-the little, common people. Some were
coal miners or steel workers, some were school teachers, and there
were many others.

This young lawyer would pass out these registration blanks to each
person. He would explain their rights as citizens under the Con-
stitution and then allow questions from anyone from the foor, after
which he would take up the questions on the registration blank. This
was the routine of sfudy in every class until each person, no matter
how poor his ability to read and write, would recite the questions
by heart.

In that year 1938, when the Board opened for registration, there
were so many black and white workers who went to the Court House
to become registered voters that the members of the Board became
alarmed and wanted to know who was sending them down there.
A black minister went there to show some of his members how to
go about registering and the officials drove him out of the Court
House.
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when the black people fflled out their blanks and handed them

to a member of the Board, they would be tokr "you wilr hear from us."
when a white person handed in his blank these same Board mem-

bers would swear him in and give him a voter's card right then and
there, and with few if any qrr"itions. We had ,, ,gr""riunt with at-
lorney A. D. Shores, who was blac\ and the ,rppoit of the Birming_
ham branch of the NAACP, that a[ who were *itti"g to shourd peti-
tion the courts for a hearing, in rine with the rights" of uryoo" iho
was- denied the right of becoming an elector or voter.

. S}-ro_res_ agreed to ffle or, 
"o*-plaints. 

The result was that when
he did, the complainors would reieive their voter's cards in the mail
and Attorney shores wbuld not have any cases to bring to court for
a test.

In the end there wer: so many black people becoming voters by
ffling. these complaints that the siate legi-sratirre in MG;;;y 

""-acted the Boswell Amendment. This airowed the memiers of the
Reg-istration Boards to pul whatever questions they chose in order
l" 9Ty aif b!.ck pur_rr; the right to volte regardless of his education.
.tsut despite all of these. $gks by -the metbers of the lily_white
Boards there were many black people able to pass.

In the early winter months of fg+b f was in ,^ yorrg black peoplds
larchllryanirydby the Southern Negro youth Conference in down_t?* 

PtoTingham. We marched on LTth and lgth Streets carrying

l*:u::ll"_*lg.,"rffic,.deya1ding the right of the btack working
peoprc to vote with no discrimination.

The white politicians 
-of- 

Bilmingham, it was reported to us, hadcalled some of the black leaders tigether and alowed them to or-ganrze a black Democratic votersf -crub. 
They had given them a

."*'-::LI,lh,?,1 lr":,":nt that they, the tUc( reaaer!, *""iI r,apthe white politicians to keep the poor brack and white masses from
8"S"S tog-ether and going to thd Communists for leadershio.

These white leade.s totx the brack readers ,rr". arr"/-*r"ii p"r,any one of their black friends that they brought down'to the Boardof Regisbars. But they were told not io bri"i ,ry oi .h;-;;*o"
black people, or anyone over 80. a ----r -'

I"-Y*I, 1944, I met in New Orleans, Louisiana with 1g0 blacl(
people's leaders frorn alr parts of the south for two ary* w" o.gro-
i?d ? black peoplet non-partisan Democratic Voters, Leaque forthe whole South, under the leadership of the RevererrJ A. fuf. ?r'"f.ronfrom the state of Texas. There *"ru^thorrrrrd, 

"i;il"i.-'p*Jrl'*rrobecame_voters throughout the south unde, the- r""a*rtif"J trrrtVoters'League.
In 1945 a united front conference of arl the brack peopre,s organiza-
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tions in Birmingham was held in the U.S.O. Center to launch a cam-
paign to awaken the public to the importance of the right of franchise
for the black people;by placing a full-page ad in all of the Birming-
ham daily newspapers. The body agreed to raise a huge amount of
poley for the proiect in a short period of time, by going to all
leading businesses, individuals and groups in the city. Various com-
mittees were set up to call on them.

The Reverend A. M. ]ohnson of the A.M.E. Zion Church, who
was originally from Johannesburg, South Africa, was appointed ohair-
man of the committee to call on the labor unions of Birmingham.
I served on that committee and we went to the top union leaders
to ask for money.

At the United Steel Workers' Convention, held in Atlantic City in
May, 1946, under the leadership of the late Philip Murran a resolu-
tion was presented urging all members and affiliates of the union
to become active in getting all of their fellow members and relatives
to re$ster to vote.

As a delegate from Local 2815 in Birmingham I took the floor to
speak on that resolution. In my remarks I pointed out that the black
members in the South, particularly in Birmingham, did not have the
chance to become voters that the white members and their friends
had. so if that resolution included the black members of the union,
the white members in the south must help the black members to
become voters by challenging the registration boards. This was im-
portant to them because the black members and their families were
the 

-reserve -army 
of the whole labor movement in Birmingham and

in the south, and this Tmyt hands were tied in labot'J pohtical
battles so long as the black members andi their friends coirld not
play their role at the ballot boxes.

-Wh.l I began to deal sharply with this question, many of the
white delegates from Alabama who knew me began to yell out to
Murray, rvho was chairman, 'time," "timer" 'time.' Murray pounded
his gavel and called for order. when order was restored 

-I 
asked

President Mtryay-rlhether I had the foor and he replied: .you 
may

proceed." And I did.
Sole 9f _tfe top steel union leaders from Birmingham then went

to a black delegate from the pipe shop local from Beisemer, Alabama
and,got him to take the floor after me to rebut my statement. This
black uncle Tom was the president of that pipe shop rocal with
about 1,800 members, the great majority of thern blaci. I did not
hear what he said because when I went to my seat there were so
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many delegates who were coming over to shake my hand that I did
not have time to listen to what he was saying.

I paid a dollar and left my address to receive the minutes of the
convention. \4lhen I received them I found my own remarks, fol-
lowed by this black man s remarks. He said that he was from
Bessemer, Alabama and that he would defy any man from his area
to stand on the floor of the convention and tell the audience that
the Negroes had not made great progress under the leadership of
the CIO. I gave these minutes to some of the members of his local.
They read the two statements out loud in the local meeting. He
tried to deny his statement. The members would not accept it. I was
told that the members asked him to resign from his office as presi-

'dent of the local.
On my return to Birmingham from the convention, I took six

black World War II veterans to the offiee of the Board of Registra-
tions which was open at the Jefierson County Court House. We went
there in the morning. There were two lines-one for black and one
for white. Both were using the same door to the Board members'
office. The Board officials were admitting about ten whites to every
black registrant. I went to the phone, called the steel union and re-
ported what was going on. I was told that they would send two men
down to investigate my complaint.

Two men came up later who looked like FBI men. They called
the chairman of the Board outside. I was standing iust a few steps
sway from them. These two men told him that they had been
asked by the union office to come down and investigate his conduct
in handling the two lines. They said to him: 'IMe are with you. We
are not here to change your plans. We came because we were asked
to come down by the union officials." They talked very openly as I
stood listening.

I then went back to the phone and called the union officials again.
I told them that these men were down here telling the chairman
that they are with him and just came down because they had been
asked by the union officials to do so. The reply was: '\Mell, Hosea,
we have done just about all that we can do right now, until we
can get some one on that Board that will be fair to all the people
regardless of their color." At that point we hung up.

By that time it was about noon. I told those six young veterans
(one was my son) to go and get themselves a sandwich and to come
back and iit it out." They all took my advice and came back after
lunch.

We stayed there until the late aftemoon hours. Finally they were
all able to get into the Board office, and all six were qualiffed to
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vote when we left that aftennoon. But may of the other black people
had given up and left; they did not ever get in that door that day.

In 1948 the KKK and some of the steel union officials of Birming-
ham succeeded in getting me out of Local 1815, where I had held
the post as president for six years. They were able to silence my
voice inside of the CIO union until 1950. In that year we organized
in Bessemer and Birmingham a united political action committee.
Our program included the following points: 1) to encourage all
people to become voters; 2) to acquaint the voters with the records
of the candidates who were running for local ofices; 8) to build
local committees in the communities surrounding Bessemer and in
Birmingham, with all entitled to membership who accepted the pro-
gram regardless of color.

Such a fearless ftghter as Bill, the secretary of the Wenonah ore
mine local was elected chairman. ]essie Ganes of the Sloss ore mine
Iocal and other militant ore miners, steel workers, eoal miners and
other workers, white and black, ioined with me in building that po-
Iitical action committee. 

c o o

Late in 1950 Bull Connor, the "Birmingham Bull," gave orders
to his detectives to bring me in, but before they made their move
t9 g9t me I got the word to lay low and I got out of the sight
of all of his stooges and pimps on the streets. I remained in Birming-
ham until late in 1951. I met the friends I wanted to see when I was
ready to meet them. Sometimes I would be on the city trolley with
some of his agents but they did not recognize me and I moved
around as I chose. I ffnally left and settled in Newarl New Jersey.
Later I went to work on a night job in New York.

Working nights for many years, I became inactive until I became
a member of the Committee to Elect a Black Congressman from
BrooHyn, New York. After I retired from the night job and attended
meetings regularly I began to make suggestions that I thought would
help to give more Iife to the meetings. When the memberJ voted to
draft a candidate for congress from the 12th congressional District in
BrooHyn, I was-elected on the committee to interview the people that
were chosen. The committee chose Mrs. Chisholm. I fully suppo*ed
that ehoice and she has been elected by an overwhelming malority.

fnd- yes, I believe you can see that this is a great 
"i"tory 

io *y
lifetime.

fn conclusion, I want to say a few words to the young people,
black and white.

First of all, I did not wage these struglles alone. I would not do
justice to the readers or to myself if I failed to point out the role
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rhat was played by many southern white workers in these struggles.

flere I will name iust a few of the outstanding ones: the late Jane
Speed, a young white woman from Montgomery, Alabama; the
late Sam Hall, a young white news reporter from Anniston, Alabama;
the late Joseph Gelders, chairman of the Civil Liberties Committee
of Birmingham, Alabama; Mary Leonard, a young white worlcing-
class woman of Birmingham, Alabama. I could name many more
that were in these strufgles for the rights of the black people in
the South.

Yes, it would be well for both the black and white youth today
to study this important history of these united struggles of the black
and white masses in the South, because there are many rich lessons

that can be a guide to all youth in their struggles today.
The black and white coal miners had to learn what the power of

unity meant to them in the coal mines of Alabama before they could
shake ofi their low wage system. The ore miners had to learn it on
the Red Mountain of Bessemer, Alabama. We steel workers, black
and white, had to learn it the hard way, in and around Birmingham.
The youth today also must learn the power of unity of black and
white, organizing and working together for a iust cause, and with
labor playing its important role in these struggles.

The black youth, and the adults as well, have a special task to
perform. One of the most deadly poisons that exist among us and
keep us divided is petty jealousy. To my knowledge in my long years
of experience in the struggles for black people's freedom in the South
and the country as a whole, this has been one of the most effective
weapons that the big powers that own the wealth of this country
have ever been able to plant among the black people of this country.
They have used it to keep us divided and ffghting among ourselves,
preventing us from reaching our high point of full freedom in this
country, to whose cause we have contributed so much of our blood
and toil alongside of the great mass of working peple. This jealous
fflth must be rooted out from our ranks if we are to be the great
people that we are striving to be. To every man and woman, boy
zrnd girl, in respect to leadership and high posts, our slogan must be:
to each according to his or her ability and not according to some per-
son's or some little group's claim to leadership.

The major slogan among the black people in these perilous times
today must be to unite. We should unite blaek people and above
all the black youth, not for a separate state in this country, not for
hating the white youth and the poor white working masses, but
because through such unity we will be able to play our role as a
force to unite black and white in struggle to make the wealth of this
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country a benefft to all the people, to enable them to live without
hunger and want.

Unite. Unite. That must be the daily slogan around a program
that will meet the needs of all the people who are languishing in
want day after day. Black and white, young and old, regardless of re-
ligion or political belief, unite for the good of one and all. Unite.

Our choice of the anti-monopoly concept as the basis of our
strategy is not an arbitrary on'e. it is di6tated by our Marxist
undeiiianding of the basit character of presentlday capitalist
s-ocie!r-. Thoie who .wish to reject it are afso rejectirig, whether
they Iike it or not, the Marxist'conception of our'socidl'structure
from which it flows.

A classical feature of revisionism is its reiection of the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat. The line runs as follows: "'We
accept such fundamental Marxist,Leninist concepts as the class
struggle, lut qe believe the idea of the proletarian diaatorship
must be discarded as being !o longer valid." But scientiffc theory
is not a mere collection of propositions from which one can
choose as one selects food items 

-in a cafeteria. It is a logically
interconnected body-a chain-of propositions in which one"emer-
ges as the necessary conclusion from another. Thus the idea of
working-class political rule as the necessary basis of socialism
flows inevitably from the Marxist conception of the class struggle.
One cannot b6 discarded without discarding the other.

By the same token, the concept of the anti-monopoly move-
ment and alliance emerses as a necessary conseouehc,i of the
basic features of the moirbpoly stage of c"[itulir-_ ind especially
of the dominance of state monopoly capitalism which malks our
social structure today. The rise of monopoly and state monopoly
capitalism gives birtli to a new contradicfiori-that between n 6rr*
poly and the people-growing out of and super-imposed on the
basic class conf.ict. And this leads inevitably to,the antimonopoly
character of all democratic struggles today,- and hence to the 

^con-

cept of an anti-monopoly movement intertwined with, and pro-
viding the framework of, the struggle for working-class political
power-tor socrafsm.

Gus Herr,, Report to the
19th National Convention, CPUSA
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The United States, A Society
in frisis, Part II

Of the eighteen essays in the Brookings Institution-Doubleday
volume, Agenda for the Nation, ten dealing with the domestic scene
were treated last month. The remaining essays on foreign policn as
the ffrst ten, vary in quality and interest. All, however, do convey
a sense of malaise and do suggest the need for 'agonizing reappraisal,"
to quote the murdered President Kbnnedy.

Indeed, the ffrst essay in this section commences by reporting "a
common conviction that we are in houble" (p. 336), and the author
is Francis M. Bator, one of President Johnson's foreign policy ad-
visers and now a professor at Harvard.

Mr. Bator thinks the root of the &ficulty lies in the crumbling
of the U.S. Alliance System and he attributes this to "the waning of
a shared fear"-by which he means there is no longer the possibility.
of maintaining the credibility in Western Europe of Soviet "aggressive-
ness"-and "of the semblance of hierarchy''-by which he means that
the predominant position of the U.S. in Western Europe has dimin-
ished.

Mr. Bator insists on the "cenhal importance of Western Europe"
and warns that it and the U.S. "constitute a small, rich minority sur-
rounded by an enormous, desperately poor majority''*a kind of re-
verse Leninisml

Rather interestingly, Mr. Bator is persuaded that the move by the
Warsaw Pact Powers into Czechoslovakia in the summer of 1968 re-
flected "defensive anxiety''and'hot ofensive hubris" (S38). He does
not elucidate the source of this anxiety; on the other hand, he does
not deny its reality.

What is it that Mr. Bator desires? He wants benign relations
among the nations of Western Europe and the United States, reason-
able eo-operation and neither a stiff Cold-War posture nor complete
relaxation. These being put forth as desiderata, clearly to Mr. Bator
they do not now exist-hence, "we are in trouble."

What are the sources of disequilibrium? And deeper than dis-
equilibrium Mr. Bator does not look. The sourees, he says, are the
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deep dissatisfaction of the Germans (he means, the Bonn regime);
discontent over persistent dependence upon the U.S. and this, we are
told, is not conffned to General De Gaulle; Britain's sense of un-
happiness; the lack of a shared vision between the U.S. and Western
Europe-"the root of the trouble" (M2); and what Mr. Bator calls
the "fux" in Eastern Europe, a term not clariffed.

It is worth noting that Mr. Bator does express some concern over
the rise of a German Right; he separates this, however, from the
realities of Bonn's practices and policies.

The analysis, then, is on a strictly diplomatic, rather subiective and
overall somewhat superffcial level. Mr. Bator suggests that while the
Iack of a common vision between Western Europe and the U.S. is
at the root of the difficulties, nevertheless he knows of no vision that
will suit today's needs. He logically, albeit modestly, ofiers none
and terminates what passes for analysis by stating that no major
moves in U.S. diplomacy towards Western Europe seem to be in the
offing and that-in the absence of vision-this is probably wise.

One of the most substantive essays in the volume is that by Edwin
O. Reischauer, formerly Professor of Eastern Languages at Haward,
Ambassador to Japan under both Kennedy and ]ohnson, and now
again at Harvard. He calls his essay, "Transpaciffe Relations" and
reports these in need of complete overhauling. He ffnds "the maior
objective of our past policies toward Asia, as epitomized by our
involvement in Vietnam, impossible to achieve and unnecessary in
any case. . . . We are in need of a new conceptual basis for our
transpaciftc relations" (409). Fundamental to those relations, of
course, is Japan, and the U.S. alliance with that decisive Power, says
the former Ambassador, "seems more threatened than our European
ties" (411).

Mr. Reischauer insists that the Viebnam War has been a disaster
for the U.S.; he adds that if the United States does not get out
within two years (i.e., by the end of 1g70) disaster will become cat-
astrophe. Among other reasons for this view is his conviction that
if the Viebram War is not over by 1g70, renewal of the Security

Ir""ty with |apan "may be seriously endangered- (497). Furthei,
\e u1g_es that by 1970, Okinawa be returned io ]apan. He concludes
that "there can be no American Master plan for-Aiit, (442) and he
uses the verb "can" because he means that the united states does
not have the powe-r, tl t!: present world, to enforce such a plan.

Th_e essay o1"The Middle East" is by Ioh" C. Campbel[ fJrmerly
an adviser to the state Department, presently a senior iesearch feltow
at the infuenual council on Foreign Relations, and vice president of
the Middle East Institute. one paragraph in his essa| succinctly
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states his view; it is a view not dissimilar to that hinted at by former
Governor Scranton when he toured the Middle East as President-
Elect Nixonls unofficial envoy. Certain trial ballons recently released
from Washington also suggest that it is a view being increasingly
cbnsidered. The paragraph reads (466):

- The,U.S., in its general advocacy of a negotiated settlement
through the ]arring mission, has not iaken a pu6lic position in any
serious way divergent from that of Israel. An American stand show-

ing greater independence, stressing the temporary character of
Israel's occupation of Arab territory-and the siill to be determined
status-of Jerusalem, would clear tire air and give the lie to those
who ch-arge the U.S. with 100 per cent backin! of Israel no matter
what,the rights and _wrongs. Whatever theiigovernments might
say, the-record would be tlere for the Arab pioples to see, now
and in the future.

Of course, the hypocrisy of this paragraph-Washington,s depend-
ence on Tel Aviv, for instancel-is astonishing, even foi an adviser to
the state Department; it does suggest, howeier, that an Israeri Gov-
ernment. wlr^lch pe-rsists in making of itself a client of washington
assures itself a rude awakening and a dismal future.

While, as we have seen, the pessimism permeating this volume
.is extrao.dinary, that which infects Richard N. cooper's essay on
"The Dollar and the world Economy' is marked de-spite its com-
pany. Mr. Cooper, a former Deputy Assistant Secreiary of State
for Internauonal Monetary Afiairs,1s now at yare. He expresses deep
concern over-the appearance of a recession in west Geimany a fei
years ago and is troubled by the increase in inflation in the u.s. since
1965' The devaluation of the pound sterling, and other currencies
in 1967-68, and the run on the franc also deeply worry him. Indeed,
he writes that these are _serious warnings or deep tensions and adds
that "Marxists would call them internJ contradlctions" (476). pro-
felsqr !9oper is so troubled that he not only invokes tutarx, but re-
minds his readers that 1g2g 'also followed'a prolonged period of
prosperity" (475).- 

His proposals'for action are a withdrawal of u.s. forces from
Europe a1d the reduction of commitments ersewhere, for these would
l,{prove the balance of payments. How serious such ideas are among
9t!er1 1n washington without professor cooper's speciar concerns,
it is difficult to say.

carl Kaysen, formerly a special Assistant to president Kennedy
and. now Director of the Institute for Advanced study at princeton,
in his paper, "Military strategy, Military Forces, andi Arms control,,;
offers arguments sEongly reminiscent 

- 

of the American university
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speech delivered by President Kennedy in 1968 shortly before he was

killed. It will be recalled that on that memorable occasion the late
President suggested that while there may have been some truth to
the idea of an aggressive Soviet Union in the late 1940s and perhaps

the 1950s, there seemed to be little vatdity to such an idea in the
1960s and that therefore a re-examination of basic foreign policy
was in order for Washington. It is not inconceivable that this speech

and the concepts it revealed cost the young President his life.
Be that as it may, while Professor Kaysen commences by declar-

ing that American policy "has been defensive," he goes on to an-

nounce that new political realities (never deftned) and new weaPonry
make necessary serious re-examination of policy. Here is the meat
of his ffnding:

[The]proper conclusion of suoh a re-examination is that our se-

curity in-ter6sts and needs require great changes both in the under-
lying rationale of our military policy and in the force structures
and-deployments which are the concrete expressions of that ra-
tionale . . . the course of arms limitations, restrictions in deploy-
ments, and arms control is not only cheaper than that of continuing
competition in arms and military confrontation; it is safer (549-50).

Neither in the Johnson Administration nor so far in that of Nixon
has such a re-examination materialized, but that its necessity is urged
again by CarI Kaysen shows that the idea lives among signiffcant
sections of the ruling class and that the Great Debate over tactics
is by no means ended.

The ffnal essay in this volume is by Henry A. Kissinger; its subject

-or, at least, its title-is "Central Issues of American Foreign Policy."
At the time of writing that essay, Mr. Kfissinger was a member of the
Center for International Affairs, professor of government at Harvard,
and Director of Harvard's Defense Studies Program.* He was also
a consultant to the RAND corporation-an intelligence agency of the
Air Force-and to the State Depart nent. He is now, of course, a chief
adviser on foreign policy to President Nixon.

Mr. Kissinger's essay is of a rambling sort and touches on many
subjects; the temptation exists, therefore, to follow him. Space- for-
bids this; I will comment only that the lcnowledge he displays of
U.S. history in this essay would shame a college freshman, while
his explanation for the dissatisfaction among students in the United
States is about on the level of a ]. Edgar Hoover speaking through
an amateur psychoanalyst.

* Thene are numerous references to the ideas of Kissinger it my Amer-
ican Foreign Poliag a,nd, the Colil 77ar (N. Y. 19,62), especially pp. 3?6-?9.
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calls for "a new burst of creativity'' (614). This kind of prose in-
clicates fairly well who wrote most of President Nixon's Inaugural
Address, but like it, it indicates precious little else; one must con-

clude that in both cases the obscurity through rhetoric is deliberate.

He does regret the war in Vietnam since "one of the legacies . . .

will be a strong American reluctance to risk overseas involvements"
(614) but even Nixon has been that "deffnite."

Here is Kissinger's ffnal paragraph, in full (614):

A new administration has the right to ask for compassion and
,understanding from the American people. But it must found its
claim not on pat technical answers to difficult issues; it must above
a1l ask the right questions. It must recognize that, in the fteld of
foreign policy, we will never be able to contribute to building a
stable and creative world order unless we ffrst form sorne conceP-
tion of it.

I repeat that this is the closing paragraph. It comes at the con-
clusion of a thirty-page exercise in how to write about "central issues

in American foreign policy'' without mentioning them, and how to
lament the absence of a viable conception of the world without
offering one. This also, it is clear, is the way in which one becomes
a chief adviser on foreign policy to a President of the United States.

We began this efiort O, ;*;rgo.h* Senator Fullbright had
confumed the fact that the U.S. social order is a "sick"' one; that
it is an order in crisis. We remarked that the content of Agenda for
the Nation ofiers further substantiation of this diagnosis. We would
add that while we Communists have been accused of many things
in the past twenty or twenty-ffve years no one-who is sane, that is-
has accused us of having served as President or Secretary of State

or Secretary of Defense and all the advisers of such worthy gentle-
men also have been certified as one hundred per cent patriots by
the official certiffer-the ineffable J. Edgar Hoover, himself. So, if, as

the Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and as

all eighteen (Democrats and Republicans) contributing to the Agenda.
volume agree as to "siclcness" and crisis, one may say with conffdence
that power has been in their hands, responsibility in their laps and
that they have brought about the sickness and the crisis; certainly,
the terrible Communists have not done this-despite the many years
in prison many Communists have spent for being "traitors." Indeed,
on the record-as exposed in the Agenda book-it is difficult to imagine
how traitors-had they been in power at the seat of government-
could have done a more effective job in diminishing the international

But we turn to his remarks on foreign policy. Mr. Kissinger's
stated ideal is what he takes to have been the policy of Britain prior
to the First World War and he actually writes that that system
"produced stability for a century," that it resulted in "international
order" (585, 611). This would be interesting news to the inhabitants
of Africa and Asia who during that century were experiencing the
tender ministrations of French, Spanish, Itaiian, Germin and g-ritish
"civilizers"l interesting neq/s to the Irish who then were being "cared
for" by the English; interesting news to the Latin Americans who
in that period fought for liberation against Buropean masters and
then commenced the still-unffnished struggle against North American
imperialism; interesting news to the people of the Philippines who
experienced Kissinger's lauded "stability" and 'order' at U.S. hands
after those of Spain had been removed; to the participants in the
1830, 1848-49, and L870-71 revolutions in Europe; to the French,
Danes, Aushians, Germans, Russians and Turks who waged wars
during this peaceful century; and to the English soldiers themselves
who in this marvelous era of Pax Britannica engaged the forces
and the peoples of Russia, Persia, Burma, China, India, and Afghan-
istan (usually more than once), etc.

- It js regrettable that Mr. Kissinger's modesty leads him to ensconce
his shattering discovery_inhistory in this essay on U.S. foreign policy.
One hopes-but seriously doubts-that as he sits these days l, iVrrir-
ington, his sources for information on today's world are more reriable
than those he employed to construct his world of the pastl

Mr. Kissinger, as his colleagues in this volume, sees erisis as char-
acteristic of U.S. policy. That policy has not adjusted, he writes, to
globa| and technological revolutions; these have included great
growth il Europg-but as Kissinger makes explicit in his essay, ,i,hen
he 

-says 
Eyopg,- he excludes Eastern Europe! NATO is in disarray

and the other u.S. alliances are in conditions worse than disarray.
Kissinger envisions west European unity and seems to view this

as a- shield against communism (how the governments, not to speak
of the peoples of westem Europe, might view this does not occur
to him). lr such a shield eventuates, krissinger thinks it would be
most helpful for, as he writes, the u.s. carrnol remain "a trustee for
every non-@mmunist area" (599). fuide from this, the essay is vague
to&e pgi* ,f emptiness-windy emptiness, but emptiness. He urges
a "fexible" approach; an avoidance of any ',total lohtions,' which
1! 1"y .rate do not exist. What does exist is ..unending 

process,,
(601-02).

Kissinger e_mphasizes what he calls "psycholo$cal' problems and
capacities and failings; he feels a'spiritiai voia;1ota;^and actually
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prestige and standing of the United States and in bringing society
here to a state of fearful and urgent crisis.

This Agenda for the Notion, being the product of ruling circles,
has practically nothing to say about the resistances to the siclness
developing within the social order. Strikes of working people, the
magniffcent militancy of the Negro and Spanish-speaking masses, the
heroic protest movements of the youth and students, the unprece-
dented sweep of anti-war feeling and pressure-inside and outside
the armed forces-the organization of the impoverished, the unrest
in the churches, the rumblings among women*nothing of this ap-
pears in this rnassive book. But the forces and goals they express,
more or less consciously, are creating their own Agenda foi the
Nation. Here there is no "spiritual voidj' its spiri! on the contrary,
is the spirit of the twentieth century, its content is the liberation
of humaniy, and its name is Socialism.

The 19th National Convention of the Communist Party, USA,
was held in New York City on April SO-May 3, 1960. The reports
to the Convention by Comrades Gus Hall and Henry M. Winston
are being published as pamphlets. The main political resolution
will also appear soon in pamphlet form. A full analysis of the
Convention by Comrade Daniel Rubin will appear in our July

Tnu Enrrons

DISCUSSION
IVI.ATtrIEIIT HAI.TINAN

"Anti-fapitalism", An Anti-Working
ilass [oncept

During the past few years there has been much discussion in the
Party centering around our general strategic line-the anti-monopoly
struggle. Over the past few months some articles have appeared in
the pre-convention discussion which challenged not certain imprecise
or erroneous formulations in the anti-monopoly strategy, but the en-
tire foundation of that strategy. The most thoroughgoing in this re-
gard were the articles by Bob Duggan and the Portland Youth Club,
submitted by Don Hamerquis! which appeared in Party Affairs,

Both of these documents express the idea that while a Communist
party may utilize a wide range of tactics, it can have only one

strateg;r-the overthrow of capitalism and the revolutionary seizure
of power by the working class. An anti-monopoly strategr, it is

claimed, is a fundamentally reformist and revisionist notion. Such a
perspective subordinates the struggle against capitalism to efforts at
curbing monopoly, placing the struggle for reforms above the struggle
for revolution. This is seen as a diversion from the main task which,
they maintain, is the need to develop revolutionary class-conscious-
ness. The ParW should have a revolutionary strategy, one aimed at
dispelling, not increasing, the reformist illusions of the workers. To
make monopoly the main enemy is to feed the illusion that the prob-
lems facing the people can be resolved within the framework of
capitalism, thus blunting the growth of revolutionary consciousness.

Our task should not be to single out monoPoly for attack, but iust
the opposite-to show how monopoly is part and parcel of the whole
capitalist system and can be dealt with only by overthrowing that
system in its entirety. The Party, they say, should have an anti-
capitalist, not an anti-monopoly strategy.

The difierences expressed in the two articles are exactly what the
authors state them to be-fundamental diEerences over basic Marxist-
Leninist principles. While there is some attempt in both articles to
portray the difierences as between those who want a socialist revo-

lution and those who simply want to "curb monopoly," both Duggan
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and Hamerquist know that this is nonsense. A strategy is not the
same as a goal; a strategy is a plan for attaining that goal. The
question is not whether or not you want socialism, but what you
believe to be necessary to achieve it. The anti-monopoly strategy
is a program of mass struggle, a program which is based. on an ob-
jective assessment of the character of American society and the
present relationship of class forces. It is a strategy for moving the
masses from where they are now to where they must be if they are
to overthrow_ capitalism. It is based on an estimate of what is required
during the democratic- phase of struggle to bring the working: class
into-the leadership of the movemenl and to unfold the neiessary
conditions for the seizure of power. It is, in fact, a revolutionary
strategy.

Socinlism and the Class Struggle

The difierence, then, is not between those who want sociarism and
those who do not. The difierence is over how they intend to get
there' what e-xactly is the anti-capitalist strategy? wtrat is its program
for_ guiding the _activity of masses, for prepaiing them for tie revo-
lutionary struggle? of course, if you rd;eci the"idea of singling out
and develo-pirg- 

" -plan of attack against monopoly, agiinst the
primary bulwark of racism, imperialism and reaction, thei you can

fave 1o program for- masses during the pre-revolutionary p"rioa. tn
fact, 

. 
the program that is implicii in both Duggan s 

"rr'd 
Hr*"r_

quist s fpproach is not really a program at a[. 
"I-t 

is not a line of
march for masses but, rather, simply a plan of agitation and propa-
s""91 for.the Party. It does not iult to direct tf,e struggles'or in"
working class 

-against 
the bourgeo sie, but, instead, -"rJf to guide

the struggle of the Party against the backwardness of the'*orL"rs.
Now, of course, the Party must conduct a struggle against the

iS":""." of bourgeois ideology in the working 
"l"ri"Ho*Zver, it is

the basis upon which it conducts that struggli the understanding it
has of the relationship between ideas ,rrd]irriuri"r forces, lut 

"""r,class consciousness, elass interests, and class experiences arr"t air-
tinguishes it from all "visionaries. of a new social irder.

The essential error of the 
. 
"anti-capitarist strategy' is not simpry

that it places undue emphasis ,po, ih" struggre lor 'tevorutionary
consciou.sness" as opposed to giving leadershifio the daily economic
and political struggles of the masses. The ieal problem is that it
poses one against the other. The party is criticized not simply becauseit does not agitate enough, but because it puts forward:^a program
aimed- at leading the struggles of masses within the framelwoit or
capitalism. The complete reliance on a$tation and propaganda in
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the "anti-capitalist" strategy is not the source of the error but is
merely a refection of that error. The entire position arises out of a
rejection of the Marxist concept of the rolJ of the working class,
of the_ relationship between tlie struggle for its daily inteiests, a
struggle im.posed, upon i,t by its objective position wiihin capitalist
production, and the struggle for socialism. Duggan and Eamer-
quist completely fail to understand the relationship between the
strugglg of tfie working class to resist exploitation ind expand its
political rights under capitalism and the development of tf,at class
into a consciously revolutionary force. It is this that leads them to
pose the ffght for rev,olutionary consciousne ss oDer and, against the
practical, daily struggles of the masses.

, While it is not possible to deal with every question raised by
+famerquist and Driggan in this paper, we beiievt the basic dift'e,
ences center around four major questionsr

-L)_The 
role of agitation and. propaganda in the ooer-all uork of

the !{A.Can the struggle for mais arevolutionary 
class conscious-

ness" be separated from the struggle of revolutionaries to give con-
crete, day to day, programmaticlead,ership to mass democralc move-
ments? On what basis do masses accept and test ideas? Is the task
of the Party to simply raise the level of consciousness, or must it
also raise the level of struggle?

2) The relntlonship of reform to reooluti,on. Can masses come to
understand the source of a problem or understand what is required
to deal with it at its source without ffrst attempting to dearl with
the sp-eciffc ways that problem affects their lives? Is ihe struggle for
immediate needs in contradiction with the struggle for revol,iionary
consciousness? ;

8)- The relailonship of the Party to the usorking class. Does the
revolutionary impulse, the driving force for changi, come from the
theoretical conclusions of a Party or from the conditions of Iife of
the _working class, from its real position in social production? Is
the Party an_autonomous,revolutionary social force orls the working
class the gnly truly revolutionary social force in modern capitalist
yciety, whose preparation for reoolution, is the task of the parfyp
Does the Party develop 1 strategy to guide the activity of only its
own members or those of the Left, or should its strategy be aimeil
at directing the activity of masses, of the class as a wholep

4) The relatiarwhip betuseen the struggle to usin the utorking class
to reoolutionnry consciorxness and. the struggle of that class igainst
the other contending class forces, Does the strategy of the parry'only
take into account the political level and state of preparednesr k tt*
working class, or must it also consider the relative strengths and the

il

{
i
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situaUon among all classes? Do we develop a program which sees

our task as consisting only of ffghting against bourgeois ideology
among workers, or do we see that ffight as taking place wifiin the
context of a program of struggle against the bourgeoisie itself?

As one can see, all these questions are interrelated. They are, in
fact, four different ways of approaching the same problem-the re-
lationship between the class struggle and the struggle for socialism.
These are not questions on which Marxism-Leninism has no deftnite
stand. Indeed, it is precisely its positions on these questions which
are the deffning characteristics of Marxism-Leninism.

Marx's starting point was that a revolutionary movement does not
begin with the appearance of a revolutionary theory, but, rather,
with the emergence of an actual, rnaterial, revolutionary force. The
task of theory is not to coniure up or *create" a revolutionary force
from the power of its 'truths" but, instead, to consummate the
development of an already existing revolutionary force. Marxism-
Leninism discovers the historical drive for socialism not simply in
the anger or dreams of disillusioned individuals, but in the aspira-
tions and interests, in the obiective necessities of an actual social class,

the working class. Its goals are to make clear to that class the
dangerous and tortuous course that history has set before it, and
to lead and prepare that class for the coming battles, for meeting
the requirements demanded by the conditions of its liberation. A
revolutionary theory is the consciousness of a revolutionary class.

It expresses its interests, its experiences and its aims, and it is fust
and foremost a weapon of that class in its real class struggle.

While all of this may sound: guite elementary and hardly worthy
of repetition, it is in fact necessary to repeat it. Why? Because the
main ideological challenge to Marxism-Leninism within the Left,
from certain sections of what is loosely called the "New Lefg" is
based upon an erplicit denial of the objective character of the
historical movement towards socialism. This trend, while it has lost
some ground recently, is still dominant among young activists, par-
ticularly in the student movement. In this paper we shall use the
term "New Left" to refer to this ideolo$cal current, even though
there is a wide range of differences and many shades of opinion on
these qriestions inside the movement itself. However, the ideas we
shall call "New Left" still constitute the core of the difierences be-
tween the Party and the mass of these young radicals.

Neu Left Vieu>s

The starting point for New Left philosophy is the belief that
capitalism does not contain within it any inherently revolutionary
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social force. Its adherents accept the fact that there are difierent
"classes" within capitalism witfi difering degrees of interest, in
maintaining the system, but they do not believe that these classes
are locked_ in any irreconcilable conflict. The revolutionary move-
ment, as th_"y r"" it, is not based upon an objective class itnrggle,
a 

-struggle 
that arises 

-out 
of the antagonistic social relationships upon

y["h capitalism is built. The revolutionary movement, ,"th"i i,
pu.ift-upon a special form of consciousness, on a reiection of the
beliefs and values that keep this system "functioning.', The main
contradiction is not between the two major classe s uithin capitalism,
but 

-between capitalist society itself, the distorted quariy o? fif" it
produces, and the promise of a whole new futurJ based upon a
"freer" and more "humane" existence. The inherent conflict is not
between the exploited and the exploiters, but between .,man 

s,, de-
based and unfree existence, and the "possibilities" of a truly free and
meaningful future.

The class struggle, that is, the confict which arises out of the
actual process of capitalist exploitation, is not seen as central to the
revolutionary thrust. Indeed, the efiorts of workers to win "more of
the same," their attempts _at "living more like the ruling class,,, do
not bring them into confict with the system but serve rather to
integrate"-them more.completely into it. The workers' desire to get
a "piece of the action" is-seen as the principal prop that keeps tie
system going, the carrot that keeps the capitarisf cart moving itorrg.
No revolutionary movement can emerge out of struggles which seek
only to 

-alter 
the _quantitative distribution of ..thii!s,,, but which

d9 not challenge the present'quality of life" itseff. these struggles
take place "within the system" ind irence cannot ]ead to its revolu-
tionary transf ormation.

For a revolutionary movement to develop, something new must
be injected from without into the otherwis6 seff-contaiied conflicts
that periodically arise and are resolved within the context of the
system. This something nery iq of course, "revolutionary conscious-
ness." while many New Left theoreticians call this "class conscious-
ness," it has absolutely no relationship to real class consciousness.
when communists talk of "bringing" class consciousness to the work-
9r1, thcy do not think of themselves as bringing them something
"alien," something outside of the workers' liveJ and experiences.
what they "bring" is a consciousness of those workers' ieal lives,
of their actual_position within capitalist society. They make workers
conscious of the nature of exploitation, a process which workers
actmuy experience every day they work. They explain that all work-
ers are united in a common class and must act as a class, not because
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that is the moral and historically necessary thing to do, but because

it corresponds with reality and workers must understand that reality
if they are to improve their conditions. Revolutionary consciousness

is class consciousness, the consciousness on the part of working p"opl"
that their destinies are linked to that of a class that must seize

power and property, or otherwise suffer perpetual misery and toil.
Communists, then, do not seek to inject something "new" but rather
to make people conscious of what is already theret

The revolutionary consciousness of which the New Left speaks is
something entirely difierent. Since they do not see anything revolution-
ary in what people are "within the system," th"y seek to make them
conscious of what they are not, of what they could be - "free." They
attempt to make people aware of their "free possibilities" by exposing
how the system manipulates and organizes their lives, how it frustrates
the flowering of their "inner potentialities." This consciousness is seen

as "qualitative," for it gives rise to a need which can not be met
through granting simply more of what people have today. It is "truly"
revolutionary because it can be satisffed with nothing short of "free-
dom," a state of affairs which is wholly incompatible with the func-
tioning of capitalism. To the degree that this approach is aimed at
workers at all, it sees them as being revolutionary only as "free, auto-
nomous men," not as members of an erploited and subiect class.

The New Left, then, draws a sharp dividing line between the efforts
of working people to improve their conditions under capitalism and
the revolutionary movement. The former tends to pull them deeper
into the system, creates reformist illusions, etc., while the latter is
possible only when tlle mass of the people have come to reject their
present needs and satisfactions and have taken up the struggle for
a whole new style and quality of life. The class struggle, in fact, is
seen as contradictory to the revolutionary struggle.

Such revolutionary consciousness, because it really has nothing in
common wiih class consciousness, is not seen as a factor, as a weapon
in an existing class struggle. It is not seen as a consciousness which
is tested in battle, that attracts masses because it conforms with their
experiences and guides their daily, practical activity. In fact, it does
not really relate to this world at all. It is a rejection of the trials and
tribulations of this system. It is not meant to aid in the ffghts "within
the systern'but rather to convince people that these are not really in
their interest and that they are at best diversions from the revolution-
ary cause.

The Obiectioe Bosis of Class Conflict

At this point, the reader is justiffed in asking: "What has all this
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to do with the criticisms made of the Party's anti-monopoly strategy?"
After all, neither Bob Duggan nor the irortland youir blob 

"rgr"for those concepts developed abovq, In both articles, they talk about
the worlcing class, class struggle, Marxism-Leninism, and many other
topics dear to the hearts of communists. However, when those articles,
and others written by those authors, are more closely examined, one
is able to see that beneath the Marxist rhetoric ( which is increasingly
c_ommon among New Left theoreticians), there is a large core of ideas
that is shared by our "anti-capitalists" and th; New Left.

In this article we will conffne ourselves to some of the main ideas
proje$ed by Don Hamerquist in a recent mimeographed. "book," Notes
for the Deoeloyment of a Strategy. A few passag;s make clear the
'New Left" basis of his approach. On page 6 he says:

The real question is whether workers in the United States are in
a position where they can experience the inherent contradictions
of capitalism - whether they exist in circumstances that create the
conditions for the development of a revolutionary consciousness?

This question as formulated is actually meaningless. If there are
inherent contradictions within capitalisnr" then of course the workers
experience them. They confront them daily in speedup, automation,
inflation, taxes, \rar, racism, social decan etc. But, ai we shall see
Iater, these contradictions, which arise out of the process of capitalist
exploitation, are ruot the contradictions which Hamerquist is laking
about. The second half of this question is equally confusing. No cir-
cumstances in and of themselves give rise to revolutionary'conscious-
ness. Only the struggle against those circumstances, the experiences
won from class combat in conjunction with the study of the general
theory of historical movemen! Marxism-Leninism, can give iise to
revolutionary consciousness.

Bllt again, to interpret Hamerquist's question in a normal Marxist
way is to miss the point. What he is really asking is this: Is the class
contradicuon really-irreconcilable, and are the conditions of exploita-
tion imposed upon the working class the real basis for the development
of revolutionary consciousnessP Thus, he goes on to say o, prg"t
7 and 8:

- 
But in general, I think that it is true that no revolutionary critique

of capitalism flows easily and naturally -_ semi-spontaneously'-
from ivorkers who xe ddmanding more'so that thei maa lioe more
like the ,yli"-g class. T_hat is,,expi-oitation at the poiit of 

"production

does not lead naturally to the tevelopment of i moral indictment
of capitalism.as a system. . . an indictrirent that would impel people
into revolutionary modes of thought and behavior. (r"iphisis
added.)
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Now, this statement begins to clarify matters. At ffrst, the character-
ization of the class struggle, the efiorts of workers to resist exploitation
at the point of production, as workers "demanding more so that they
may live more like the ruling class" appears to be simply an inadver-
tent snide remark, a petty-bourgeois aloofness from the painful efforts
of working people to defend and improve their conditions of life. But,
in fact that statement expresses the very essence of Don's approach.

Why does capitalism need a moral indictment? What is a moral in-
dictment anyhow except an expression of the fact that a given social
system conflicts with the morality, the necessities of life, the interests
of a given social class? Capitalism was "morally indictod" by the
feudal nobility who saw it as pecuniary and impersonal, destroying
the old feudal, paternalistic relations of production and replacing them
with capitalist production relations. Such an indictment did not lead
to revolution but to attempts at counter-revolution.

Workers morally indict capitalism because it feeds on their toil,
because it impoverishes them while amassing the great wealth pro-
duced by their labors, because it plunges them into the horrors of war
for the proffts of a tiny handful, because it heaps scorn and special
cruelty on them because of their skin color, their sex, or other aspect
of their humanity. Oppressed classes do not have to "create" moral
indictments. These are inseparable from the conditions of their op-
pression, from their position within social production, from their class
interests.

How is it, then, that exploitation at the point of production does

not create a moral indictment of capitalism, an indictment with rev-
olutionary implications? There can be only one answer: because work-
ers and capitalists are seen as part of the same morality, as two sides

of the same coin, both equally involved in a dirty and selffsh system.
As long as workers try to get more, want the same kinds of things that
the capitalists want, then they are really no better than the capitalists.
They are both in the same'bag," so to speak.

This attitude is really at the basis of a large section of New Left
thought. It misses the whole point of Marxism. The fact that workers
and capitalists may seek many of. the satnw pleasrnes - or in the minds
of the New Left, the same "alienated' ends - in no way makes their
struggles equivalent. It is not what kind of pleasures PeoPle enioy that
determines the social content of their behavior, but, rather, what they
must do to attain those pleasures.

The capitalist, because of his position within the capitalist system of
production, because of a life or death competition with other entre-
preneurs for a restricted market, seeks not only the good life" for him-
self and his family, but the maximizotion of poftx,He wants not only
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T.V. sets and new cars, but the highest proffts possible, profits which
allowhim to improve and defend his position in the faci of the ever
new challenges made by his competitois. To expand his profit margins
he must enlarge his share of thaproduct at the 

"rpeos" 
of labor.-To

this end, he must employ every iesource available, every teehnique
for getting more out of his workers, every means for dividing thJm,
repressing them, confusing them and depriving them of their elemen-

lary rights. He either plays the game by the rules, rules over which he
has no control, or he goes undeil

The workers may want the same T.V. sets, automobiles and summer
vacations as the capitalists, but it is the means by which they attempt to
attain them that makes them so difierent. They are not asking for more
of someone else's labor, but simply a Iarger retorn on what they them-
selves have cneated. In order to resist the capitalist and expand their
share of th: product, they must learn to uniie as brothers,io oppre
all forms of exploitation, combat every expression of class privileges, of
ine_quality, to root out every vestige of iacist poison ,rsid to lirid"
a.nd'repress them.

The two classes struggle against one another in the context of the
same system. Each represents, however, an entirely difierent world,
a completely distinctive 'quality of life." History has not awaited the
ap-pearance of some new *mora1ity," 

some truly free and liberating
'idea" thought up by,some deeply sensitive and profound philosophei
in order to put- mankind straight. The future belongs noi simply to
some new morality, but to a new class, a class whose material eondi-
tions of life, whose real interests require that new morality.

Let us return now to Hamerquist's'book" picking up on page 8:

Moral and ethical issues are involved in the capitalist work proc-
ess . . . but they are mystiffed . . . it becomes ex&emely difficrilt to
relate the worker's sense of alienation from the proceri of produc-
tign, lis sense of powerlessness and lack of purpiose, to the^fact of
class divisions in the society. In fact, the spoitaie-ous class struggle
at the point of production ian become a fiaor deraaine the reaiiZa-
tio,2 gf the contingent n_ature and the ciass source"of ihe "misery'
which increases with the development of capitarisrn (Emphasis
added.)

. while the language is difficult and confusing, the concept presented
here is simplg erylgh. The- "spontaneous clais struggle 

-at 
ihe point

of production" which can only meanthe struggle ,ro,i"'a hours, wages,
conditions, etc., the struggle of workers to expand their share of lhe
value produced, is not the basis for the development of revolutionary
consciousness, but, on the contrary, can lead away from it. How? Be-
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cause it keeps the workers locked into the "systemi because it does

not deal with the real contradiction, the worket's "sense of alienation,"
'his sense of powerlessness and lack of ptrrpose." The class struggle,
whose point of departure is the struggle over the division of the prod-
uct of the workers'labor, is seen as peripheral, even opposed to the
"revolutionary'' struggle, the struggle-agalnst "alienationi for a truly
"free" and "meaningfuf' existence.

From this it is clear that Hamerquist is squarely in the Marcuse,

New Left camp. The demands of workers as a cl,ass, the demands

which arise ouf of the character of capitalist exploitation, do not pro'
vide the main thrust for revolutionary change. In fact, these demands

can impede the development of a revolutionary movement. The work-
ers must forego their class demands, demands which are believed to
lead them only deeper into the quagmire of capitalist oalues.

P etty -B ow ge ois F orrt asie s

These theoreticians are actually anti-working class. They fear that
if the working class gains power through a struggle based on its class

demands, it will not destroy capitalism, but establish capitalism udth'
out the capitalists. Now, while that may aPPear as an absurdity from
a Marxist point of view, it corresponds to the twisted world view of the
petty-bor"rrgeoisie, those middle strata which are not directly involved
in the struggle between the two principal classes and do not fully
understand the material basis and ilrioing force behnd that struggle.
A society run by real workerc, by workers who have been shaped not
by the dreams of bourgeois radicals but by the necessities of class

struggle and the imporatives of modern industrial organization, is
anathema to them. From their petty-bourgeois vantage point, suctr

a future appears no better than the present set-up where at least there
is the charm and culture of the upper class. This is why so many in the
New Left are anti-Soviet. They cannot appreciate the new quality of
Iife developing there because it does not correspond to their Petty-
bourgeois fantasies of what they would wish the future were, a wish
that is permeated with bourgeois illusions and class biases. They do
not even concern themselves with the practical, material requirements
of building socialism. They want capitalism taithoW the untkers,
bourgeois rlghts and class privileges without the oppression, exploita-
tion and brutalization of a subject class that would be required for the
realization of their "truly free and autonomous" existence.

Now, Hamerquist does not reject the concept of exploitatian. On
page eleven, he boldly reaffirms the utility of such a "concept."

If the concept of exploitation is dropped, it becomes very difficult
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to conceive of capitalism as a distinctive historically developed
social system, conieqrrently it becomes very djfficult to develop
a systernatic approach to its revolutionary overthrow.

After having disposed of the reality of exploitation, of exploitation
as the preseni basis of capitalisnt's contradictions, he magnaimously

permitJus to maintain our cherished "concept." After all, an empty
idea cant do too much harm and it does sort of keep your mind set

right.
And where does all this leadP Right into the New Left muddle. On

pages 77 and 78, Hamerquist pinpoints the programmatic conclusions

of his approach. There are two sides to all reform struggles, he, says.

On the one hand, they aim at improving the conditions of the working
class with capitalism, to expand its share of the product' On the other
hand, such struggles tend to'tuggest an alternative framework." The
struggle itself, the joint participation of those within the movement
in formulating their own demands and building their own "structures"
gives rise to a "qualitative" experience. This side of the reform raises

the truly revolutionary perspective of the "maximization of freedom
and autonomy."

The former aspect of the reform demand can be neutralized and
absorbed by the integrative mechanisms of contemporary capjtal-
ism, but the latter cannot in any meaningful way be so absorbed'
(P.78.)

Capitalism has no built-in mechanisms to absorb the demands for
a difierent quality of life, for a redistribution of power between
classes, with co.optive concession. (P. 81.)

The politicalization of these qualitative elements contains the
revolutionary potential of the reform struggle. (P. 82.)

It is not the "quality" of class struggle, of resistance to exploitation
and oppression that is seen by Hamerquist as revolutionary. Rather,
it is the "quality" of "freedorn' and "autonomy" experienced by the
activists in the course of the reforrn struggles, in the "life style" of the
movement itself, that is truly revolutionary. This is, of course, the very
essence of the counter-community approach. The basis of it is the
notion that there is no force within capitalism capable of transforming
it except those who have been "liberated" from it either through their
intelleetual reiection of capitalist values or by being excluded from
the system - the blacks, the poor and others. Since capitalism itseU
does not give rise to a force capable of carrying through a social revolu-
tion, then the movement itself become the model for the new society.
In the movernent, people must experience a new quality of personal
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freedom and control over their lives that would *liberate" them and
prepare them for the building of a truly 'fred' society. The concrete
struggles of the movement are irrelevant, for they take place within
the system. It is the -quality" of life insid.e the movement, the existent-
ial awakening that takes place there that is really important.

"If everyone always acted as people involved in popular political
movements do act, then capitalism would be impossible but life
would be much better." (P. 82,)

How, then does Hamerquist see the role of the Party in all of this?
He says:

. . . participation in the party must create "free men" who can
foreshadow in their life-style the society that they proiect as an
alternative to capitalism. Orre of the forms of alienation most dam-
a$ng to the individual personality, a form which follows from the
character of "wor'K"' under capitalism, is the increasing difficulty
for an individual to set his owri soals - create his own i'lternativei
- and then create his own proj"ect for realizing them. The party
as a,eollective organism is a6le to reunify these acts and to trans-
cend this form of alienation within the'framework of capitalism.
(P. 118.)

The above paragraph is just the logical conclusion of the preceding
thoughts. The Party is the insbument for individual "liberation," where
the masses can do their own thing, so to speak.

Wlwt Is *Freeil.oni'?

However, this last quote clearly highlights one of the main themes
running through Hamerquist's thinking - an abstract, bourgeois no-
tion of freedom. For him, as with major sections of the New Left and
a whole host of social-democratic allies, the socialist revolution is seen
as struggle for "freedom." CapitaUsm is seen as "alienation," manipula-
tion and unfreedom, whereas socialism is presented as the'liberation"
of manktnd. Marxists, of course, do not talk about absolute freedom,
for they recognize that men enst in a world of real forces and that
they can be free only to the extent that they meet the requirements for
dealing with those forces. Marxists talk about the real corrtent of a
glom freedo.m, freedom of uilwm from what, to do what, under what
circumstances.

Socialism is not built on some 'idea" of freedom, but rather, on an
actua1 material base that determines the content and scope of that
freedom. To speak of freedom, as Hamerquist does, as the ability of an
individual to oset his own goal," "create his own alternatives and then
ereate his own project for realizing them" is utter nonsetrse. Real men,
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who do not live in a utopian fantasy but in a world of real, material
forces, whfle they may'tet" themselves whatever goals they like, they
will be "free" to rcalize only those goals which they have the means
and power to achieve. Individuals cannot arbitrarily nor freely "create"
their own alternatives. They must choose from the limited set of alter-
natives that are historically and materially within their reach.

Indeed, far from being simply some realization of absolute "free-
dom," there are some freedoms which socialism denies. Up until now,
the members of various ruling classes have been 'free" to set their
own "goals" and undertake "projects," to indulge their own needs
without regard for the needs, wishes or even the lives of the oppressed
peoples who were forced to carry out those oprojects." Socialism de-
stroys that kind of freedom once andfor all.

Indeed, socialism, as distinct from communism, does not proclaim
the liberation of all men as its goal. It is a form of class rule and it
requires a class instrument, the dictatorship of the proletariat, to guar-
antee that rule. It does not liberate "mankind," but the working class
in particular and all oppressed classes in general. It very deffnitely and
very systematically deprives the old ruling classes of their old privileges
and "freedoms," and uses ufiwteoer force is necessary to guarantee

lhat $ey shall never again be in a position to reimpose their class
"freedoms" upon the mass of mankind.

Under socialism, the freedom of the individual to develop himself,
his own faculties and personal resources, depends upon the growth
and development of the social resour@s as a whole. Socialist freedom
is inseparable from social responsibility. It is based on the recognition
that the destiny, the interests and the seu-development of ttre inaivia-
ual are inextricably bound up with the development of the society as
a whole. You can "free" yourself only to the degree that you contribute
to the *freeing" of others. It is a working-class society, and no one
carries anybody else's load. If you want to do your own thing you can
grow your own foodl That's socialist freedom.

_ 
But 1ot only does-Hamerquist's party of "free men" fail to prepare

the working people for the requirements of the future society, for the
dictatorship of the proletaria! but it does not even prepare them for
the immediate struggle, the struggle for power. Because he is so
concerned with ffghting "false consciousness" and "alienation," he has
completely forgotten that there is,a ruling class that must be fought.
Indeed, it is the character oftW class, the nature of its relationship to
the other classes, that is, the means by which it exploits and oppresses
them, that determines the tasks of the revolutionary strugfle. the
"Pany' does not determine what kind of men it will "ctreate": the class
struggle determines that. The fact that the Party does not seek "free,
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autonomous" meri, but class-conscious, disciplined, collective and self-
less human beings, refleets not simply its own philosophical notions
about human riature but rather that those are the kind of men and
women required by the character of this class sbuggle.

Needless to say, Hamerquist's ideas have absolutely nothing in
common with Marxismrleninism. He reduces the ffght against a cruel
and powerful bourgeoisie into a ffght against capitalist oahrcs and,
morality. He does not see the struggle for socialism as the historical
culmination of the struggle between the working class and the bour-
geoisie, but rather, as the product of a struggle between ca.pitalist ideas
and anti.capitalist ideas, However, because he rejects the working
class as a real, historically conditioned. obiective force, his anti-
capitalist ideology ean ffnd no material roots except in the bourgeoisie
itself. In fact, the revolutionary challenge that he hurls at capitalism
is nothing more than the chainpioning of petty-bourgeois fantasies, of
opposing the empty promise of bourgeois freedom to the cold, hard
realities of bourgeois life.

For more than thirty years, the Pittsburgh district of our Party
has had no newsstana sales of our paper. fhir furty organization
was practically driven out of existence. Anti-Communism in
Pittsburgh was rife, spawned ;by the Mellons, the Pews and the
Musmannos. Few districts have undergone such attacks as Pitts-
b'urgh has been subjected to. But now the Dai,ly World is on
thirteen newsstands, including some in front of steel mills. A
black steelworker takes the paper into the mill. The foreman
asks: "What you got there, a Comurie paper?" The steelworker
replies: "Do you have anything better?"

Or take Chicago. Seven hundred papers daily go into rhat
town, carrying the message of our Party. We talk concentration,
but here you have a practical demonstration of the role of this
peper. Its subscribers consist of rank-and-ffle workers in the
basic shops, of shop committeemen, of business agents who speak
to the workers in the plants about grievances. 

-The 
papef be-

comes an instrument in the fight for control of the struggles in
the shop by the workers, in the development of rank-and-file
movements.

*HnNny \,VlNsroN, report to 19th
Nati,onal Conuention, CPUSA

COMMUNICATIONS
WITTUTM L. PATTE'nSON

What American History Needs
In a recent address to the

American Historical Association,
Professor C. Vann Woodward,
president of that body and Pro-
fessor of History at Yale Uni-
.zersity, declared that: "Ameri-
can History (\{hite Man's Ver-
sion) Needs an Infusion of
'Soul.'"

This is quite a concession from
the learned historian. For that we
can, I believe, thank those whose
heroic struggles for justice and
democracy have wrung this much
from the white bourgeois his-
torian, and more particularly
from the rise of socialist morality
to a level where the Western
Church and laity must pay tribute
to it.

However, we are in disagree-
rnent with Yale's noted profes-
sor's premise. American History
(White Ruling Class Version, for
it is not the White Man's Ver-
sion) need,s rewri.ting, Wood-
'!r.rard's contributions not excluded.
American history as written and
hught by the clever, experienced,
rvell-trained prostitutes whom
those who rule America have put
into our schools, colleges and uni-
versities, is a crime against the
people generally, against the
"white man" and in particular
against black Americans. Those
histories have been written so as

to miseducate. They teach our
children nothing of the contribu-
tions and participation of black
men, women and youth in the
building of our country.

What is of paramount impor-
tance for all who seek the destruc-
tion of racism and the ending of
the miseducation of our youth, re-
gardless of race, color or ereed, is
the rewriting of American his-
tory. What we have is an emas-
culated, warped and distorted
ruling-class version of our coun-
try's past and present. It prepares
no one for future struggles. It has
impaired vision and thought in all
areas of human relations. It has
negatively affected all cultural
tlevelopment that has looked to
history for thematic material.
"Gone With the Wind" comes
from that history.

An infusion of "Soul" into
American history is not enough.
What would we have? "American
History (Ruling Class Version)
with 'Soul' Infused" ? TV'e want our
children to know why our country
is at this impasse, and who is re-
sponsible. Professor Woodward
proposes no steps on the part of
government or school administra-
tions that would lead to a pro-
found change from distortions of
history. He gives no indieation of
who is responsible for the distor-
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tions. Yet the New Yorlc Ti,mes
of April 20 presents us with long
excerpts from his speech. Perhaps
the reason lies in what the gentle-
man from Yale left out of sight.

Professor Woodward asserts
that: "Negro history seems des-
tined to remain the moral storm
center of American historio-
graphy." Again, I disagree. He
who writes history in terms of
skin color must lose perspective,
face and reputation. It is not
"Negro" history that is desired.
It is American history, a history
that includes actions and reactions
of black and white in every vital
politieal phenomenon that has oc-
curred in our country. True black
history has its own entity. So,
too, has the history made by white
Americans as well as by Indians
and Chicanos, but American his-
tory revolves around the ceaseless
struggle of minority groups, black
men especially, to enjoy their
rights and dignity of human be-
ings in the U.S.A.

It is the battle of blaek men,
seldom waged alone, to make
democracy the property of the
people, that are an inseparable
part of American history. It is
essentially the brutal, terroristic
oppression of a ruling class that
has found super-profits in the ex-
ploitation of black men, women
and youth that has made Amer-
ican history. It is the complex
operation of the myths of white
superiority, brain-washing the
minds of white Americans, that
has made American history. Nor
is the question of integration in-
volved here. What is involved is
the maturing and fusing of a na-
tion with equal rights for all.
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American history includes class,
race and nationality. It is written
at the command of the ruling class
to glorify its murderous deeds in
Ure realization of its rapacious
needs. The people of our country
need history objeetively written,
revealing the mutual interests of
black and white. The most pro-
found thesis in American history
is that the interests of the mass
of white and black Americans are
mutual interests.

Those who rule our country are
rnaking a desperate fight to con-
ceal the realities and contradic-
tions of American history. They
seek concealment of their murder-
ous past. Never has the market-
place of ideas been filled with so
much material treating of the
status of black Americans.
"f,ss1'11sd"-f,rained is a better
word-historians and sociolo-
gists are mobilized and rushed
forth to explain why, a century
after the Civil War, the ruling
elass has failed to end racism.
Their "explanations" expose the
fascist-like menace of racism and
the myth that this is the best of
all possible worlds. Those explana-
tions reveal the laws governing
the movement of a society like
this.

C. Yann Woodward, a dean of
Ameriean historians, is impelled
to speak. Blacks now emerging
from the ghetto are making his-
tory. They are insisting that their
demoeratic demands be met, that
the political promissory notes of
government be cashed. They are
Iearning of the continuity of black
men's struggles. They are becom-
ing appreciative of the fact that
they have played and can again
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play a decisive part on the domes-
tic scene and that their battles
are linked with the liberation con-
flict in Africa, Asia, Latin Amer-
ica, Europe and the Middle East.
They are learning that there are
whites who will fight beside them
recognizing their mutual inter-
ests.

There is need of the voice of a
C. Vann Woodward, the learned
professor from Yale. He advocates
an infusion of "soul" into Amer-
ican history. Thus the black man
can be enlisted to save his enemy
tluough a token concession. But
:rn infusion of "soul" into Amer-
ican history will do nothing to
advance the Iegitimate democratic
demands of 22 millions of black
Americans.

Let us-look for moment at this
rnan's apology for the manner in
which the white man's version
of American history has been
written and the remedy he ad-
vances. It is iuteresting. He says:

Moral preoccupation and prob-
Iems shape the ehara.cter of much
that is written about the Negro
and race relations iby modern
white historians, but they are pre-
dominantly the preoccupations and
problems of the white man. His
conscience burdened with guilt
over his own people's record of
injustice and bru;tality toward the
hlack man, the white historian
often writes in a mood of contri-
tion and remorse as if in expia-
tion of the racial guilt of flagella-
tion of the guilty.

Such an assertion can only lead
to confusion and disunity. "Moral
preoccupation and problems" can-
not be substituted for historical
analysis, nor need they be by hon-
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est white historians. If that is the
white historian's point of depar-
ture in writing American history,
rvhat he writes is not predomin-
antly the "preoccupation of prob-
lems of white men," except they
be of the ruling class. It is that
class which he seeks to extricate
from responsibility for their ra-
cist crimes and their government's
racist poliey. It is that class which
dictates what is written.

The eonscience of a middle-elass
white historian should be burden-
ed with his failure to seek objec-
tive truth and to write of the black
man in American history as the
black is, a dynamic force that has
given to the fight for democracy
the most dramatic moments and
qualities it possesses.

Why should a white historian
write "in a mood of contrition" ?

Let him write with knowledge of
reality, in a tone of revolt, reveal-
itig why the black man in America
will not escape from "the in-
famies, and the philanthropies,
the brutalities and the charities"
cf this system, revealing as well
why the white man cannot without
smashing through the myths and
hypocrisies that ensnare it.

Woodward belatedly says, "Ne-
gro history is too important to be
left to Negro historians." That is
to laugh. American history is too
important to be left to those who,
inspired by ruling class align-
ments, would disregard the vital
character of black contributions
and participation in the making
of it. That precisely is what most
white bourgeois historians have
done. Consciously, and for a price,
they have betrayed their country
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and fellow men.

Mr. Woodward goes on to saY:
'Whether the revision of Negro

history is undertaken bY blaek
historians or white historians or
prefera,bly by both, theY will be
mindful of the need of correcting
ancient i,ndignities, ethnocratic
slishts and pater,nalistie patroniz-
ing, not to mention calculated in-
sults, callous indifference and
blind ignorance. They will want
to see full justice do,ne at long
last to Negro achievements and
contributions to black leaders and
and heroes, rblack slaves and freed-
men, black poets and preaehers.

What is needed is not "the re-
vision of Negro historY." The
Carter TV'oodsons and Du Boises
have written black historY. The
revision of Ameri,cq/vl historY is
'v.zhat is needed. The black man
will not be deprived of birthright
any longer. He is a maker of
American history. The revelation
of his role is the proof historY
adduces as evidence of the black
man's inalienable right.to a share
of all America. It gives proof of
the crimes committed against him.
It exposes the criminals. It will
testify as to why those eriminals
must be brought to their Nurem-
berg and punished as were the
Nazis, or otherwise politically
destroyed.

Woodward. speaks of the crimes
committed by blacks in Haiti,
Liberia and elsewhere, and alleges
"that the victims as well as the
victors of the h,i,stori,c process are
caught in the human preclica-
rnent." That is not the issue.

The historic process Professor
Woodward fails to name is caPital-
ism. Liberia is dominated by U.S.
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monopoly capitalism. It sold manY
slaves to Americans of the ruling
ciass who found in that African
republic a source of super-profits
through super-exploitation.

Professor Woodward has omit-
ted the class eharacter of the
black man's oppression in Amer-
ica. What he has written may give
others pause to think as to the
direction he would have us go.

American history's most essential
characteristic is the struggle of
black men against the oppressive
practices of America's ruling class
and white dupes who accepted the
myths of white superiority. This
must be exposed, for it has caused
the deepening: of a series of crises
which cannot be eliminated until
unity in struggle is achieved
among the white and black mass-
es. The fundamental character of
black-white unity in the solution
of our basic problems is revealed
in the history of the U.S.A.

Woodward fails to reveal that
the role played by the average
white historian is of ruling class
contrivance. Thaf, class has called
for a fictionalized portrayal of
U.S.A. history (ruling class ver-
sion). It would be well for the
learned professor to rewrite what
he has written. Most of what white
historians have written about this
history must be swept from the
school and college shelves. Their
histories block the road to black-
white unity, to an understanding
of the development of our country
and to an insight into the future.

Today's youth cannot be trained
to play a role in freedom's cause,
the liberation of black citizenrY,
or the establishment of a demo-
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cratic government of the people
through study of the histories now
in our schools. Men who would
help change the U.S.A. must know
its history. Professor Woodward
has exposed the miswriting of his-
tory. He has failed, however, to
analyze why it was miswritten.
The nationwide liberation move-
ment has caused him to make this
concession to black Americans.
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But his allegiance to America's
ruling class will not permit him
to acknowledge its criminality.
What he has written is confusion-
ism and obscurantism. It helps
his enemy and the enemy of the
people. It forms a part of the ideo-
logical war now being waged
against black Americans in the
desperate effort to stave off black-
white unity in struggle.

E. S.

More Attentinn to Ynung Wnrkers
In both Albert Lima's article

(January P.A.'), and James
West's excellent reply (in March),
I feel that one very serious ancl
essential sector of the trade union
struggle was overlooked. While we
must view all economic questions
in the trade union struggles as
steps toward the overall revolu-
tionary aspects of that struggle,
certainly the struggle against im-
perialism and racism in the shops
and unions is very important.
They are key questions around
which we Communists should
work.

But just as essential to the
questions of imperialism and rac-
ism is the very precarious position
that youth, just entering the labor
market, must faee when dealing
with the question of job security.
llere is a teal issue that ofers
unlimited possibilities for anti-
capitalist organization. The seem-
ingly hopeless situation that the
youth of today faee in the indus-
trial worl(l is immense. The young

worker is the first to be laid off.
He is one who gets the lowest pay,
the hardest work and work that
has the least chance of advance-
ment. Certainly the youth in the
Iabor market today are not merely
bought-off pawns of U.S. capital-
ism, as Mr. Lima in his hopeless
article would have us believe.
However, West's article, excellent
as it was, failed to deal with the
question of the youth, which I as
a young worker believe is central
to any effective struggle within
the union and against the capi-
talists.

In what direction should the
Communist Party move in dealing
with the question of the industrial
youth? Certainly, we cannot move
in the same manner as when we
deal with the campus-oriented
youth for the conditions faeed by
each are vastly different.

The Draft Resolution, which I
just hacl the privilege to review
took the question to task in a
limited way. Speaking on the
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youth, the resolution says:

The young workers are a decigive

hase aurong the youth. They consti-

tute a large Part of the industrial
workers and PlaY a Prominent Part
in the growing rank and file move-

ments. TheY have not onlY the same

basic problems that t}le older work'
ers have, but speeial Problems as

welil. (P.60.)

This is a correct statement. Let
us look deePlY into the sPecial

problems that the Younger worker
faces. To obtain anY sort of job

security in this daY and age, it is
necessary to have a sPecific trade.
It is true that aPPrenticeshiP
eourses are offerecl, but theY are

offered in limited numbers onlY.

This limits seriouslY ihe number
of youths entering the labor mar-
ket who will be assureal any tYPe

of secure future. This faetor alone

has a significant imPact on to-
day's industrial Youth. As it aP-

pears now' the greater number of
us are doometl to face chronic un-
employment or, at best, to get the
lowest, most menial jobs available.
This is an issue that the PartY
should concern itself with.

At the time of reading the reso-

lution, I made some notes, which
read: "The resolution fullY real-

izes the increasing iob insecurity
that the young worker, just enter'
lng the fielil of industry, has to
face. This issue could PlaY a keY

role in organizing Young workers'
However, the resolution sPeaks of
a separate Youth organization
(separate from the PartY) for the
younger worker. I would not view
this as essential. In the long run
it could turn to seParatism and be
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detrimental to class solidaritY'
Could not these Youth be incorPo-

rated into an industrial (PartY)
club? This would PIaY a fuller
revolutionary role. The issue of
youthful job insecuritY should be

worked on more fullY-"
In making these notes, I realize

that there is too little of a fight
in the unions for the rights of
young workers. It should be one

of the key issues, right along with
the fight against imPerialism and

racism. It is one of those bread-
and-butter issues that the PartY
could battle for and, through con-

sistent ideological work, tran-
scend the mere economic issues,

carrying the struggle to its fullest
revolutionary sense.

The Young worker todaY is
faced directlY with imPerialism
by way of the draft. The black
worker getting laid off first,
knorrs full well the effects of im-
perialism and racism. It is the
duty of the Left, and Particularly
of Communists, to relate to these
youth. The PartY in its trade
union work should PaY more at-
tention to the issues facing the
youth-racism, the draft, and of
primary concern of job insecurity'
Albert Lima seems to seParate

these immediate issues from the
over-all revolutionary struggle.
There can be no separation. The
duty of Communists, as Pointed
out quite well bY James West, is
to link the immetliate, the eco-

nomic and social issues to the
overall revolutionary objective.
Let us hoPe that the PartY can

do that with the issues facing the
youth, as well as in all other fields

of struggle.
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WANBEN E. GII..I.ESPIE

[apitalism, Socialism and Technnlogy
George Shenkar raises a num-

ber of interesting and important
points in his discussion article
on the technological class (April,
1969). His emphasis on the need
to take into consideration the
class nature of scientists and en-
gineers; his warning against the
growing anarchism and confusion
on the Left; his concern that
capitalism be ended without its
being allowed to instigate a nu-
clear war; his theoretical discus-
sion on the relationship of pres-
ent problems to historical devel-
opment-all of these are im-
portant points that cannot be ig-
nored by any serious Marxist.
Unfortunately, however, his reas-
oning is marred by two mistakes
typical of many "New Left" writ-
ers: a failure to analyze history
ca,refullg and an exaggeration of
the present power of capitalism
(particularly ui,s a ai,s the social-
ist world). These are the con-
cepts I shall discuss here; the
class nature of modern societies
has already been demonstrated in
Mr. Laibman's reply.

The Marui;t Vi,eut of
Capi,t,alism's Histori,cal Role

Mr. Shenkar stresses the dif-
ferent aspects of the class
struggle under capitalism. Ac-
cording to him there is a main
contradiction-capitalists vs. tech-
nologists; a less important con-
tradiction-capitalists vs. work-
ers; and even a third important

contradiction-technologists vs.
workerg.

The problem with such a
"class" analysis is its isolation
from other aspects of history. The
basis for the class struggle is
not that different groups of
people hate each other, but that
they play different roles in a so-
ciety which is at a certain level
of production. So long as the class
structure matches the productive
forces-the machines, tools, trans-
portation, etc., that are available

-the economic system will
"work," and the system will gen-
erally survive in spite of bitter
struggles.

This was the situation when
capitalism first evolved out of
feudalism in Western Europe.
The growing use of intricate ma-
chinery, the explosion in foreign
trade, the development of scien-
tific agriculture, a host of tech-
nological innovations, all made a
rigid feudal structure untenable.
The productive forces were being
held back; the new capitalist sys-
tem Iiberated these forees. Not
that the capitalists were any more
"enlightened," as Mr. Shenkar
implies. The capital to build the
new industries in Europe came
from the slave trade. The capi-
talists exploited both workers in
Europe and the slaves in Africa
and the Americas, while each of
the three groups struggled
against the others.

Until relatively recently, the
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capitalists would win the most
important battles. The Point is
not that the exPloited elasses

have suddenlY become more

ciever, or acquired better leaders

or evolved into teehnologists, as

Mr. Shenkar would have it. The
real problem is that caPitalism no

longer works. A system based on

small groups of Private owners
eorresponds onlY to a societY
where production is carried out
in small units. As soon as tech-

nology pushes Production to the
point where it is national and in-
ternational, where factories em-
ploy thousands of workers, but
u,here ownershiP is still in the
hands of a few, making rational
pianning impossible, caPitalism
must falter. The growth of mon-
opolies, the use of Keynesian eco-
nomics, intricate agreements, in-
suring the banks, the exPort of
capital, and all the other later
developments in caPitalism can-
not cure this basic contradiction
between private ownership and
social production.

Thus along with more stop-gap
measures go many more crises.
Iri this century, capitalism has
disappeared in one-third of the
world. If the Marxist concePt of
capitalism is correct, the socialist
third of the world should be able
to harness technology with much
greater efficiency than the eapi-
talist section, which, relativelY,
should be in an era of technologi-
cal decline. If Mr. Shenkar is cor-
rect, the teehnologists should be
frustrated at every turn in the
socialist world, while, however
unevenly, they should be on the
rise here. It is simply a matter
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of eomparing the two societies.

The Ri,se of Technologg
Under Socialism

What has alreadY haPPened in
the socialist world eannot be used

as a blueprint for America, but
it is sienificant. If the Marxist
theory of historY is scientific, its
general principles should apply to
various societies. The tremendous
successes in the U.S.S.R. and

Eastert EuroPe should therefore
not be passed over so liehtlY bY

l\f r. Shenkar. He should docu-
ment his history instead of mak-
ing sweeping generalizations.

There is no evidence whatso-
ever that Stalin "solved the prob-
lem of workers vs. technologists
on a year-to-year basis bY alter-
nately pampering and suPPress-
ing the technologists." (P. 49.)
On the contraryl the status of
scientists and engineers continu-
ously increased, and is doing so

even more today. By 1957 the
launching of Sputnik made this
obvious to the capitalist world,
particularly the United States,
and produced a virtual panic in
regard to the contrasts in Soviet
and American science.

Because of the victory of the
wodcers' revolution in Russia, be-
cause of the subsequent building
of a society where social owner-
ship coincided with social produc-
tion, a scientific and technological
"elite" that Mr. Shenker writes
about could be trained in record
time. But members of this grow-
ing group have not separated
themselves from their working-
class origins. Instead they par-
ticipate fully in the economic and
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political life of the Soviet Union
and help to advance socialism.
They have no interest, real or
imaginary, in any "convergeuce"
between Soviet and American so-
ciety.

Unlike many "New Leff,' the-
orists, Mr. Shenkar recognizes
the falsity of the "convergence
theory." But there is a great deal
rnore at issue. Precisely because
of the growth of Soviet tech-
nology the United States can no
longer dominate the world, and
is being defeated on many fronts.
The divergence between the two
societies even becomes military.
Thus Soviet missiles saved Cuba
from invasion; Soviet anti-
aircraft weapons made a continu-
ation of the bombing of North
Vietnam too costly; modern
Soviet warships have stayed the
hand of "our" Mediterranean
and Pacific fleets, thus protecting
the radical Arab regimes and
North Korea. In desperation the
government and mass media whip
up a campaign of anti-Soviet
hysteria 

- which is tragically re-
flected in the American Left.

T echnolo gy Und,er C apitalism

What, however, is the situation
within the United States? Is
American technology really grow-
ing by leaps and bounds along
rvith its concomitant class, &s
Mr. Shenkar and other "New
Left' writers--especially Her-
bert Marcuse-seem to feel? What
ore the prospects for future de-
velopment?

Here my disagreement with
Mr. Shenkar becomes virtually
complete It is true that capital-
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ism has histori,callu liberated new
forces of production and stimula-
ted science. But it is not inevi-
table that it should conti,nue to
do so with any consistency. I am
not seriously suggesting that
technology under capitalism will
actually go backwards, or that
no seientific progress will be
made. But it is quite possible
that, as the contradictions with-
in capitalism deepen, the rate of
growth will fall off drastically.
lVithin a generation or two the
United States may well be in a
scientific "dark ages,, compared
to the socialist countries.

Let us consider the hard, sta-
tistical evidence. In order to keep
the scientific community running
smoothly from year to year, at
Ieast a 5 per cent increase in
funds is necessary because of in-
flation. (Aetually, since scientific
equipment and training get more
expensive as each advanee is
rrade, a 10-L5 per cent increase
might be a better estimate.) yet
this rise has not been forthcom-
ing. The journal Scientific, En-
gineering, Techruical, Manpower
Cornmqnts (SET) reported in
January 1969 that federal aid
to seience in universities de-
creaseiL from fiscal 1g6g to fiscal
1969 !

The decrease in funds is only
one aspect of a major scientific
crisis shaping up in this country.
In February of this year, SET
reported: "An apparent decline
in student interest in the hard
sciences was discussed by scien-
tists at the AAAS [American As-
sociation for the Advancement of
Sciencel meeting. Enrollment in
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science is found to be holding
steady or climbing slightlY but
to represent a steadilY declining
percentage of total enrollment in
colleges and universities." In
mathematics, which is basic for
all science aud teehnologY, the de-

rnand-supply gap may "develoP to
alarming proPortions"; the situ-
ation is "likelY to get worse be-

fore it gets better." Enrollments
in chemistry and PhYsics have

also reached the Point of stagna-
tion. These are strange Phe-
nomena for the technocratic era
that Mr. Shenkar alleges we have

entered. It looks a lot more like
a rew stage in caPitalism in de-

cline.
This becomes more aPParent

when we consider what is haP-
pening with engineering, the ulti-
mate technocratic disciPline. A
survey made bY the Center for
Interdisciplinary Studies of San

Jos6 State College shows that en'
rollment in engineering schools

included 77,600 seniors this Past
fall, as comPared with 78,767

seniors in the fall of 1957 ! Mr.
Shenkar's "technological class"

would appear to be falling right
out from under him! Moreover,
according to SET, the above men'
tioned report explored the reasons
for the decline in enrollment. The
result? "The study says that
small salaries, Poor working con-
ditions, technical obsolescence,
and the danger of unemPloYment
after 45 are the biggest reasons
for the deeline in enrollments."
These are some Problems that
have plaguetl workers ever since
the beginning of capitalism! The
alienation of technologists from
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the system will surelY manifest
itself in economic as well as hu-

manistic terms. This combination
is not new.

Future Proiectians

The future of Mr. Shenkar'g

"technological class" in the U.S.

is no better. The most authorita-
tive projection of Present trends
is a book Momqower Neeils for
No,tiorwt Goul,s in the 1970's bY

Leonard A. Lecht (Praeger, New
York, 1969). It contains the re-
sults of a studY done bY the Cen-

ter for PrioritY Analysis of the
National Planning Association
for the ManPower Research Office

of the U.S. DePartment of Labor.
The study projects sixteen imPor-
tant national goals to be reached

by 19?&-in areas ranging from
health and education to "defense"
and space. Far from forecasting
the sort of technological renais-
eance that Mr. Shenkar imPlies
and that capitalist ideologists
would, presumablY, \relcome, it
sees a failure to reach these goals

because of a lack of trained Per-
sonnel: "Full achievement of the
sixteen goals by the mid-1970's
would require an emPloYed ci-
vilian labor force of more than
100 million - some 10 million
rnore than are exPected to be in
the civilian labor force in 1975."
(P. 10.)

It is significant that the rate
of increase of ProductivitY is ex-
pected to decline - from an an-
nual average of 3.4 Per cent dur-
ing the period 1960-1964 to an
annual average of 3.3 Per cent
during 1964-1975. The only way
out of this morass would be a
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new technological revolution. It
is not likely to happen under
eapitalism in the foreseeable fu-
ture. The National Commission
cn Technology, Automation, and
Economic Progress stated that "a
sharp break in the continuity of
technical progress has not oc-
curred, nor is it likely to occur
in the next decade."

It is obvious that the essential
ingredient in such a break would
be a sharp rise in professional
and technological workers. This
happened in the post-war period.
Between 1947 and 1964 the av-
erage annual increase of this
group (the "teehnologists") was
4.9 per cent. But (p. 33 of Lecht's
book) the projection for 1964-
1975 is 3.4 per cent per year. It
is stil a higher rate of growth
than that predicted for any other
section of the working class. Yet
this fall in the growth rate for
this segment under a supposedly
"technological" society should
make one ponder our future.

It is even more illuminating to
consider the manpower require'
ments for individual goals. For
urban development, for example,
vre would need an increase of
7,000 carpenters a year for the
next ten years. But between 1957
and 1965, the number of carpen-
ters fell by 50,000. In other words,
our society is not fulfilling its
reguirements of hiehly skilled
"blue collar" workers let alone
scientists and engineers.

The field of health presents a
really frightening picture. The
goal outlined in the study calls
for an increase of 165,000 phy-
sicians by 1975: an increase in
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the total, number of doctors of
12,500 per year, in addition to
5,500 new doctors to make up for
attritiou. Actually we expect only
8,750 graduates from medical
schools each year, plus 1,500 from
abroad (pp. 76-76). The situa-
tion in dental health is equally
desperate.

To fulfill national needs in the
sphere of social work, an aver-
age of 20,000 new trained social
workers will be needed per year.
Only 4,000 were trained each
year, on the average, between
1950 and 1960. By the mid-1970's,
only 10,000 per year are expected.
The study states (p. 93): "Bar-
r'ing a substantial growth in
schools of social work and major
improvements in compensation
and status that would attract
more qualified people to this oc-
cupation, it is Iikely that most
professional and administrative
positions concerned wjth social
ryelfare in the 1970's will be filled
by other than trained social
vzorkerg."

More basic to the development
of the economy as a whole is the
growth of research and develop-
ment. The "aspiration" goal set
by the study to fulfill the indi
vldual goals entails a growth of
5.8 per eent per year in the GNp,
lower than that of the socialist
nations. But due to the lack of
trained manpower and other eco-
nomic factors, a "benchmark
estimate" of 4.5 per cent is given.
(Even this bars a major eco-
nomic downturn, which may be
wishful thinking.) The .,aspira-

tion" goal is recognized as hope-
Iess. "Achieving these objectives
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is estimated to require the em-

ployment of 875,000 engineers

and scientists bY the mid-1970's,
a 100 per cent increase over 1962"
(p. 89). And asain (PP. 90-91):
"The projections for the research

and development goal indicate a

requirement for almost 440,000

more scientists and engineers in
L975 than in 1962, an annual in-
crease of 83,500. As with PhY-
sicians and the health goal, scien-

tists and engineers rePresent the
bottleneck occuPation for the re-
search and develoPment goal."

In short, the caPitalist sYstem

cannot even reaeh the modest
goals its "planners" set for it,
much less reallY solve the human
problems we all face. It is totallY
incapable of making another
genuine technological revolution,
the one that would bring out auto-
mation in full scale and free the
mass of mankind from rePetitive
labor with long hours. If it eould

do so, then Mr. Shenkar's notion
of a "technological class" leading
a new sort of revolution might
make some sense.

In one way, though, Mr. Shen-
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kar is correct. The relative fail-
ure of science and technology un-
der capitalism is becoming evi-
d.ent to more and more scientists,
errgineers, teachers, social work-
ers and others. As theY struggle
to realize their full intellectual
and professional Potential and to
defend or increase their standard
of living, they will PlaY a greater
rcle wi,thin the working class than
did such workers in existing so'
cialist countries, simPlY because

af greater numbers and imPor-
tance. But they can onlY do so

urithin a framework of the transi-
tion to socialism. The failures
and irrationalities of capitalism
in a technologically advanced age
necessitate a complete transforma-
tion of the present system of pro-
duction, a social movement in
which all workers must take part.
The narrow-and in some sec-

tions shrinking-class base which
Mr. Shenkar proposes would lead
his scheme to the same failures as

those of the utopian socialists in
the early 19th century. He has
really proposed little that is new.

BOOK REVIEWS
lED PEABSON

ing themselves with the masses of
oppresssed and their struggles. In
this alliance they show how mueh
of the inconsistency of this earlier
period and the lessons of that
period are especially relevant.
Particularly interesting are men
like Granville Hicks, Sidney Hook
and Joseph Freeman, many of
whom were prominent in the Com-
lnunist and Left movements.
These men were frequentlY char-
acterized by their rigidity and
dogmatism in their approaches to
those with whom they disagreed.
One by one they either left the
movement or actually turned to
anti-Communism, some proceed-
ing by way of Trotskyism.

Woven expertly through the
story of these men is the actual
history of the mass struggles of
the depression, most of which is
lost to youngier generations. Many
people on the Left today have
heard a little about the Flint sit-
down strike or the unemployed
councils, but not many know of
the struggles of the miners in the
hilts of Kentucky, or know of the
workers - blaek and white -shot down iu the streets of Dear-
born, Chicago, and other indus-
trial centers in the depression
years.

Described in greatest detail is

fommunists in the Thirties
The temples of capitalist re-

spectability are many in this high-
Iy personal history of the depres-
sion era, and Matthew Josephson,
an admittedly middle-class ob-
server of the upheavals of that
period, does remarkably well as
an infidel.* Although far from
being a Marxist, the author read-
ily admits that "Marx actually ex-
ercised a stronger influence upon
the present age than any contem-
porary social thinkers." One of
the temples within which Joseph-
son feels an infidel is that of the
"historical revisionists," who
rvould seek to deny this faet, and
he is particularly scornful of those
who sought to publicly recant
their own former Marxist beliefs,
particularly before Congressional
committees.

This book is primarily the story
of the intellectuals and artists of
the thirties and the way their
lives were intertwined with the
history of the period. It is perhaps
most useful for its insight into the
wavering ways of the middle class,
radicalized by depression and the
threat of war and fascism. Today
many intellectuals are again ally-

* Matthew Josephson, Infi,ilel in
the Tam,plet A Memoir of th,e Nine-
teen Tlui,rties, Knoff, New York
1967, $8.96.
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the struggle of the miners for
basic union rights. Josephson par-
ticipated in this struggle as a

member of the Writers' Commit-
tee that was active in raising suP-
port and relief for the miners. BY

the summer of 1931, the United
Mine Workers, led bY John L.
Lewis, had abandoned the coal re-
gions, leaving the impoverished
miners and their families to the
mercy of company goons and Po-
lice. It was the Communists, ac-

cording to JosePhson, who then
came in and formed a new union,
the National Miners Union, or-
ganizing strikes for fundamental
rights and the necessities of life.
Behind the union organizers came

numberg of lawyers, writers and
other intellectuals to aid them in
their struggle. As miners were be-
ing killed in pitched battles be-

tween themselves and the police, it
was then only the Daily Worker
which carried any news of the
struggle in New York.

Although the struggle for the
uuion was lost, it was an impor-
tant prelude to the struggles of in-
dustrial workers all over the
country a few years later, orga--
nizing under the banner of the
CIO. And it was frequently the
Communists, "being beaten, ar-
rested, and sometimes killed," that
for many like Josephson becams
an inspiration.

As elsewhere in the book,
Josephson takes a swipe at those
writers who allied themselves with
the workers'cause and later "con-
fessed" that they had been

"duped" by the Communists. Re-
lating how men like Dos Passos
and Edmund Wilson later voiced
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suspicions they had been "used"
like t'pawns," JosePhson adds:

"There is no doubt that the Com-
munists tried to use everyone who
might help to arouse Public oPin-

ion or give moneY for the insur-
gent miners." And after his in-
spiring description of the miners
and the Communist organizers
emong them, it is clear that he

considers their sacrifices to have
been far greater than those of the
writers whose feelings were in
later years hurt.

Equally enjoyable and useful
are Josephson's experiences in the
temples of high finance on Wall
street and in Washington' If the
history of the workers' struggles
is buried in the archives of the
Daily Worker and the labor Press'
the history of the maneuvers of
the period was never even written.

He describes the great crash
and the speculators who got rich
while everyone else was being
ruined., and he describes how they
did it. IIe also notes the relation-
ship between the newlY rich, big
speculators and the initial cam-
paign chest of Franklin D. Roose-
velt. Equally interesting is the
way the old established houses of
high finance rapidly readjusted to
the New Deal of Boosevelt while
they were flghting it.

In some detail, the author de-

scribes the struggle between the
young liberals of the New Deal
and the monopolist banking and
industrial barons, who correctly
saw in the New Deal a source of
new profits and attempted to Pre-
vent it from providing real relief
or work for the people. Joseph-
son's knowledge of tle tiae leads
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him to the important conclusion
that the powerful new "man'
agers" created by the new corpor-
ate liberalism born during the
New Deal were actuallY Powerless
pawns of the same old financial
oligarchy built up during the Pe-
riod of the "Robber Barons."
(Josephson's earlier study with
that title became a popular expos6

during the depression.) One of
the new "managersr" dealt with
at some length, is none other than
Alger Hiss, who was later not only
stripped of his power but literally
destroyed by the witch-hunters
of the McCarthy period.

Another important conclusion
reached by Josephson is that
l\larxism was the ideological mag-
net for many of the new Left in-
tellectuals and workers during the
depression, and that the Commun-
ist Party was the main focal Point
of that force. Yet Infid,el, in the
Tem,ple does not sucessfully argue
for these points of view, it rather
leads up to them through a series
of anecdotes within the scope of
the author's experience. The
e.vents related and the conclusions
drawn from them are important
historically, but Josephson is not
and makes no pretense at being
a historian. The slice of history
presented is admittedly narrow
and onesided from his point of
view as an observer on the out-
side of the important working
class movements.

For the most part, the book is
neither pro- nor anti-Communist,
although it accepts the simple, yet
profound idea, that Communists
are honest and that the Commun-
ist Party is collectively au honest
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and responsible organization. This
maJr come as no surprise to Com'
munists but it will undoubtedlY
surprise many within broader
Left circles as a result of the de-

luge of ruling-class Propaganda
to the contrary, all too frequently
rvillingly turned out by disillusion-
ed renegades from the movement.

However, for a reallY objective
view of the development of work-
ing class movements and the
Party's line and organization,
with their successes and failures,
Josephson will not do more than
inspire a healthy attitude. Books
l.ike Infrdel, in the Tem,Pl,e Pro'
vide useful insight, but theY are
no substitute for a real historical
study.

There is a real danger created
by the absence of an objective
history of the thirties. This is
viell illustratecl by the negative
example in Robert Bendiner's
book.* Under the cover of his own
involvement in liberal causes of
the depression, Bendiner's book
e"bounds with slanders against
the working class movement as

lyell as outright distortions. And
one may be sure there is a steadY
and methodical pattern to his
witty and sarcastic distortions:
"If the Communists did not fool
most of the people even some of
the time they ditl make an im-
print on the decade somewhat
out of proportion to their num-
bers, their native skill or their
power to inspire. . . . If the mo-

* Bobert Beudiner, Jut Arwnd'
th,e Cotnerz A Highlu Salncthte Hr&,-
tarv ol th,e Tldrbiea, Harper & Bow,
New Yor\ 1967, $6.96.
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mentary needs of t he Soviet
Union had not for four short
years happened to coincide, in
part, with the longing of a good
many decent Americans, there
would have been no Popular
Ifront. And without the Popular
Front the Communist Party
would have seemed to the thou-
sands of innocents who went in
and out of its revolving doors
from 1936 through most of 1939
as improbable an instrument for
good as it had seemed before that
time and has seemed since."

And in one Iiberal sounding
paragraph Bendiner has repeated
thirteen cold-war lies.

Unfortunately Bendiner's arro-
gance and know-it-all attitude
n,ould not inspire anyone to study
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the real history of the depression.
In this regard it is similar to
earlier, more explicitly anti-
Communist "histories" of the de-
pression years like Arthur M.
Schlessinger's voluminous The
Rooseaelt Era. The outstancling
virtue of Josephson's lrork, on
the other hand, is that he gives
his reader an entertaining and ap-
petizing taste of what the objec-
tive history of the depression
might look like if someone would
take the trouble to write it. In
doing so he manages to touch on
almost every aspect of those ex-
citing times, when men may have
been hungry but were ultimately
Ied to fight for much more than
just their stomachs.

The Hnots of Hadicalism
Few subjects are more impor-

tant than the intellectual origins
of our radical tradition. And few
rnore difficult to probe. Defining
such terms as "inalienable rights',
in their various contexts, gauging
the pressure of class forces
through manifold intermediary
channels, trying to comprehend
the total pattern of interaction
between ideas and material roots,
are tasks of great complexity. If
certain thinkers divided one way
over the issue of which rights
were "absolutely" inalienable, but
diferently over some other ques-
tion, how much is acco.unted for
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by class status, how much by this
or that specific religious convic-
tion, how much by factors purely
personal or even accidental?

Besides, one cannot follow an
idea through successive minds
quite the way a colored "tracer"
can be seen passing through the
vital organs of the body. IVittr
any given thinker one deals
mainly in probabilities and per-
hapses; with rare exceptions, one
can speak readily of class forces
and other broad influenees only
with a group of thinkers in an
epoch or during a major crisis.
But it is precisely the struggles
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of trends of thought which are
usually the most illuminating.

To meet so massive a challenge
obviously demands thorough ac-
quaintance with the ideas, utiliz-
ing preferably original sources.
It also requires pretty broad com-
mand of background, convention-
ally demonstrated by references to
the outstanding scholarly works
in the field. Whether or not the
necessary understanding has been
attained-and eommunicated suc-
cessfully to the reader-is the
ultimate test of a contribution.
On all counts Staughton Lynd
does pretty well but not so well
as one would have liked.

Staughton Lynd probably needs
no introduction in these pages.
In the struggles for civil rights
and against the attempted imper-
ialist rape of Vietnam he has
made his mark as man of prin-
ciple and exemplary personal
courage. The central message of
Intellectual Ori,gi,ns of American
Rad:icalism,x is that the dissent
which in colonial days accepted
private property was obliged by
successive debates and changes of
focus along with events to move
forward to a position of challenge
to private property-particularly
on the part of certain spokesmen
of Abolition.

Considerable influence is cred-
ited to the early eighteenth cen-
tury French ethical idealist and
political theorist Jean-Jacques
Rousseau. He is known to have
been little read by the colonists,

*,Staughton Lynd, Intelleahu,l
Origi,ns of Ameni,can Railica,lism,
Pantheon, New York, 1968. $4.96.
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but evidence is offered to show
that he was often cited by nu-
merous English pamphleteers who
did have an intent colonial audi-
ence. At issue were such questions
as, which "rights" belonging to
man in "a state of nature" does he
surrender for the benefits of social
living when he "enters society"
under the "social contract"?
Which are "inalienable" and just
how is that to be interpreted?
Lynd does not analyze the "state
of nature" presupposition or Rous-
seau's philosophiaal idealism.

Attention is also drawn to cer-
tain parallels between the disent-
ers' attitude towards the state,
and Marx's projection of a society
in which it withers away. The
difference between their ethical
and psychological conceptions of
individual-state relationship, and
Marx's class-historical approach,
is barely hinted at in Lynd's
treatment. This is quite consistent
with his non-class emphasis on
the inviolability of the individual
conscience. In fact, he presents
ideas most of the time with little
relationship to social context.

Lynd shows how the formula-
tions on slavery were shaped and
reshaped in connection with the
Declaration of Independence and
the Constitution, and how think-
ing was forced to advance aceord-
ingly. His quotations are enlight-
ening and interesting. But he
does not relate these changes or
any other phenomena to the dia-
lectics of American capitalism,
which was one thing at the end
of the eighteenth century, some-
thing else in Andrew Jackson's
day, and considerably different in
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the twenty years before the Civil
War. Even at the beginning of
nationhood Thomas Jefferson
thought of the state one way
when battling the Federalists, and
another when as president he
bought Louisiana. Soon afterward
it became clear that town meet-
ing democracy was unable to cope
with the problems of rapidly de-
veloping capitalism, but American
dissent Iargely reflected small-
property unhappiness without rec-
ognition of its causes. The great
new need for capital arising with
the railroads and factories of the
1840's and 1850's, and the mount-
ing pressure of the national cash
economy against local obstacles,
had an enormous impact on behav-
ior concerning the slavery-bound
South and the threatened West.
How much that had to do with the
modification of an American dis-
sent rooted in earlier circum-
stances and traditions is a ques-
tion we need to have answered;
but one will not find any consider-
ation of it in these pages.

Lynd is good on the contribu-
tion of the religious impulse, the
"inner light" nudging of the
classical political seience dating
from Thomas Hobbes (insuf-
ficiently appreciated here) and
John Locke. He is not so good on
the significance of materialism
vs. idealism and optimism vs. pes-

mism, The variety of their com-
bined manifestations deserves
more than he has recorded.

The author might have been
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more enlightening in the respects
mentioned if he had brouelht to
bear some of the scholarship he
never mentions, like Merle Curti's
America/ru Peqfre Crusad,e (1929)
and Benjamin F. Wright's
Americw Interpretatiotts of Nat-
ural, Law (1931). More than one
of his points offered as though
new is not really new.

His work has the great ad-
vantage of being written with
passion and some grace. It also
sufters from haste. Lynn alludes
to one person after another with-
out adequate identification;
ideas too. This is very flattering
insofar as it credits the reader
with vast kno,wledge, but in fact
it becomes an obstacle to clear
understanding. There is a hit and
run atmosphere about much of the
discussion, especially in the first
chapter, which in that sense is
badly written.

This is not a good book to start
with, for the study of our roots.
But it should be read sooner or
Iater by anyone pursuing the mat-
ter seriously. For Lynd by and
Iarge personifies the traditions of
his heroes, the early North Amer-
ican rebels. Sharply limiterl by
petty-bourgeois views of the
state, he is carried beyond where
they alone might have taken him
by the drive of conscieuce. That
asset, so remarkable in our his-
tory, should be cherished, while
we do our level best to explain the
faets of life about the state.

An Anti-Marxist Biography of Marx

Full leneth biographies of KarI
Marx in the English language are
not so numerous that, a new one
might not be weleomed. IVho can
name more than flve?

Now, under the short, snappy
title of Maru, there has appeared,
in the words of its publisher, a
"massive and profound bio-
graphy." Its almost 600 large
pages and sturdy binding make it
massive enough. But is it "pro-
found" ?

Robert Payne, the author of
this book,* stands in suitable awe
of Marx's genius. He says: "That
strange, willful genius has left
a mark on the world which may
take centuries to erase." That the
centuries may not wish to erase
it seems never to occur to him.

Payne says: "I have attempted
to draw a portrait of the man as
he was, with his family and
friends and to present him . . .

as a living human being." If this
were all Payne had attempted he
might be credited with a partial
success. But he has attempted
more - he has attempted to sum-
marize, explain, and evaluate the
life work of Karl Marx. Here he
has achieved worse than failure,
he has perpetrated distortion.
Lack of understanding has been
abetted by malieious preconcep-
tions.

As for the portrayal of Marx
-lEobert Payne: Mar*, Simon &
Shuster, N. Y., 1969. S10.00.
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"as a living human being," there
is much good writing in the book
and many scenes come engagiugly
alive. Marx in the bosom of his
hectic household, Man< leading
the family in procession on a
Sunday picnic, Marx on a youth-
ful London pub crawl, Marx tak-
ing the cure at Carlsbad, the
miserable flat on Dean Street, the
handsome house on Maitland Park
Road, the long years of poverty,
the late years of comfort, deaths
in the family, and the oppressive
presence of sickness and its in-
tolerable interference with work.

But Mr. Payne, eombining the
scholarly zeal of a Ph.D. candi-
date with the gossipy zest of a
tabloid reporter, triumphantly
presents every snippet of gossip
and scandal he is able to unearth.
He is not mining a rich field here,
and the one particularly juiey
discovery of which he is inor-
dinately fond is given all the im-
portance one might claim for, let
us say, the discovery of the manu-
script of a fifth volume ot Capi,tsl.

What we find unpardonable,
however, is Payne's haughty dis-
posal of Marx's great work. When
Payne is through with Karl Marx
one must wonder what he found
of genius in him. This biographer
is not a "reviser" of Mar:r, nor
does he attempt to refute him.
He merely declares him null and
void. No argumentation, just
declaration.
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startling. ExamPle: " .., to the
end of his life he was to disPlaY

the talents of a journalists rather
than those of a social Philoso-
pher." Example: "He is not con-
cerned with social progress. What
concerns him is the revolution
which will take place the moment
private property is abolished; at
that moment the alien world will
give way to a world of freedom."
That's not social Progress? Ex-
ample: He quotes Marx, "Social-
ism cannot be brought into exis-
tence without rettoluti,on " (Italics
are Marx's.) And Payne com-
ments: "Hidden among the italics
. . . there can be detected a desire
to impose socialism on the PeoPle
by naked power." ( !)

Payne compares the "socialism"
of Proudhon with that of Marx
and declares: "The form of so-

cialism he (Proudhon) suPPorted
was eventually Practiced in the
civilized countries of western
Europe and Scandinavia, while
the countries of eastern EuroPe
followed the principles of Marx."
This division of EuroPe into
eivilized countries and, Presum-
ably, uncivilized ones is no more
grotesque than the suggestion
that socialism, Proudhon's or anY-
one else's, is practiced in western
Europe.

Space will not permit us to re-
peat, and to answer most of
Payne's malicious absurdities. It
must be mentioned, however, that,
in an offhand manner, he disPoses
of Marx's two most outstanding

contributions - the theorY of
surplus value in political economy,

anil the theory of historical ma-

terialism in philosoPhY. The first,
he asserts, was hardlY important
and is invalid for "the age of the
cornputer." The second he trans-
forms (as do all vulgarizers of
Marxism) into economic deter-
minism and thus has no trouble
disposing of it. But, more unfor-
givably, he attempts decePtion to
show that Engels himself, in a let-
ter to Mehring in 1893, declared
that historical materialism "was
a mistake." A reference to the
full text of the cited letter shows
something else: a reaffirmation of
historical materialism together
with the self-critical statement
that in failing to pay enough at-
tention to the form in which it
was projected he and Marx had
made it prone to misunderstand-
ing and distortion.

It will probably be the fate of
Robert Payne's Maru to appear
on many college supPlementarY
reading lists. Our commiserations
go out to the students who will
read it and be fascinated bY its
picture of unbuttoned genius, who
will be titillaterl by its high level
gossip, and who will be misin-
formed by its political distortions.
But we can only envY those read-
ers whose intellectual euriositY
wilt be piqued to the point that
they will go out and make the
exciting discovery of Karl Marx
from the unpolluted source of his
own work.
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